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Abstract
Plasma diagnostics are crucial for projects like the International Thermonuclear Experi-
mental Reactor (ITER), the world’s largest tokamak, which is being built in the south of
France. These diagnostics demand theoretical and experimental studies in order to under-
stand the origin of spectral emissions observed in the plasma. From the balance between
the creation and decay of excited states, one can infer on the ionic abundance within
the plasma and hence on their quality. Thus, electron-impact ionization and excitation,
which require cross section values for any creation process, need to be evaluated for a
large number of states and for a wide energy range. Typically, the values are determined
computationally with models such as the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA)
and, due to the simplicity of the approach and the large amount of atomic data needed for
such codes, the modified relativistic binary encounter Bethe (MRBEB). With these, and
the transition energies from the excited states, it is possible to determine the charge-state
distribution within the plasma. With the ion structure information, we can determine, for
example, the ion temperature and impurities from wall contamination in the plasma. The
methodology is also relevant in the field of astrophysics, wherein theoretical calculations
make it possible to know the characteristics of distant plasma bodies.
This work presents a code which can load x-ray experimental spectra and experimen-
tal transfer functions for irregular x-ray detection. The user can input several param-
eters and charge-state densities for the ions in order to present a simulated spectrum.
A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was implemented in order to approximate the ion
densities to the experimental data.
Keywords: Plasma diagnostics, x-ray quantification, highly charged ions, ITER, databases,
cross sections, Levenberg-Marquardt
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Resumo
O diagnóstico de plasmas é crucial para projetos como o International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER), o maior tokamak do mundo, que está a ser construído no
sul de França. Estes diagnósticos requerem estudos teóricos e experimentais para per-
ceber a origem das emissões espetrais observadas no plasma. A partir do balanço entre
a criação e o decaimento dos estados excitados, é possível inferir a abundância de iões
dentro do plasma e assim a qualidade deste. Consequentemente, a ionização e a excitação
por impacto eletrónico, que requerem valores das secções eficazes para a criação destes
processos, necessitam de ser avaliadas para um grande número de estados e uma ampla
gama de energias. Tipicamente, os valores são determinados computacionalmente com
modelos como o distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) e, devido à simplicidade da
abordagem e da vasta quantidade de dados atómicos necessária para tais códigos, o mo-
dified relativistic binary encounter Bethe (MRBEB). Com estes, e as energias de transição
a partir dos estados excitados, é possível determinar a distribuição dos estados de carga
dentro do plasma. Com a informação da estrutura iónica, pode-se determinar, por exem-
plo, a temperatura dos iões e as impurezas devido a contaminações da parede no plasma.
A metodologia é também relevante no campo da astrofísica, em que cálculos teóricos
tornam possível saber as características de corpos de plasma distantes.
Este trabalho apresenta um código capaz de ler espetros experimentais de raios-x e
funções de transferência experimentais para casos de deteção de raios-x não uniforme.
O utilizador pode inserir vários parâmetros e valores da densidade de estados de carga
dos diferentes iões, apresentando assim um espetro simulado. O algoritmo de Levenberg-
Marquardt foi implementado para aproximar os valores de densidade dos estados de
carga aos resultados experimentais.
Palavras-chave: Diagnóstico de plasmas, quantificação de raios-x, iões altamente carre-
gados, ITER, bases de dados, secções eficazes, Levenberg-Marquardt
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Current energy resources offer a challenge for the years to come. With coal, oil and natural
resources’ limitation in conjunction with climate concerns, there is a demand for a clean,
safe, and seemingly limitless source of energy. An ideal alternative to current sources is
nuclear fusion which can generate great amounts of energy by fusing light atoms together
with a positive energy output, analogous to how the sun works [1]. The cutting-edge
nuclear fusion project is the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
in France, based on a tokamak device. This design works with high temperature plasmas
which are confined by intense magnetic fields and shielded by tungsten walls, being, as
of date, the only practical method for nuclear fusion [2].
Plasma diagnostics is fundamental for this goal and requires a thorough theoretical
study of a wide range of spectra, from x-rays to infrared. These spectra are analyzed
by specific softwares, with spectral fitting packages such as Atomdb1, Chianti2, and
XSPEC3, in order to determine the origin and cause of the emissions observed in the
plasma. These emissions stem from physical processes such as electron-impact excitation,
electron-impact single and multiple ionization and, to a lower extent, photoionization and
excitation. The softwares used have predetermined cross section values which demand
a continuous update for a plasma diagnostic as close to reality as possible. The problem
arises as there is no complete database from a single source for every electron-impact
cross section, whether partial or total, of every element of interest in high temperature
plasma physics. The data become even more scarce for ions with the atomic number
Z > 30.
1atomdb.org
2chiantidatabase.org
3heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec
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For fusion plasmas, due to their high temperatures and densities, it is crucial to have
non-invasive methods for plasma diagnostics. This can be done by determining the ion
Charge-State Distribution (CSD) from radiative emissions, causing no perturbation to the
plasma [3]. Recently, it has been proven that it is possible to calculate the ion CSD of
Highly Charged Ions (HCI) inside an Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance Ion-Source (ECRIS)
plasma from high-resolution x-ray spectra [4]. The methodology based on considering
the processes of excitation from electron-impact phenomena and decay within the plasma
(processes of greatest influence in an ECRIS [5]). From there, for a given CSD, a theoretical
spectrum is calculated. Once a CSD that best fits the experimental data is found, one can
infer on the plasma composition, ergo, perform a diagnostic.
The aim of this master thesis is to develop a user friendly plasma diagnostics computer
code, written in Python, that is able to gather databases for electron-impact excitation,
single and multiple ionization for different atomic structures, determining the ion CSD.
The user can change many parameters including the initial guess CSD and improve on
them over experimental data with the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm. The soft-
ware is prepared to have an expandable database for a high number of ions with different
atomic structures and intends on including the software Collisional + Photo Ionization
Plasma Emission Software (CPIPES) [6] which other than considering electron-impact
ionization, it also covers processes such as inner-shell excitation auto-ionization, radiative
and dielectronic recombination to excited levels (followed by cascades), charge-exchange
reactions, continuum (bremsstrahlung, free-bound and two-photon) and line (permitted,
semi-forbidden, and forbidden) emission (see [7, 8]).
This work was presented at a poster session during the spring school and workshop
EXSA Quantitative Methods in X-Ray Spectrometry in Portugal, May 2019.
1.2 State of the art
Inside ITER’s plasma chamber, the thermonuclear fusions are based on either deuterium-
-deuterium or deuterium-tritium reactions. For these to have a positive energetic balance,
the confined plasma must be in optimal conditions and the interaction with the tung-
sten walls minimal. Its hostile environment means any disruption in the plasma can
significantly affect the fusion performance making it one of the main issues of the toka-
mak technology at ITER [9]. Therefore, plasma diagnostics work on actively controlling
multiple parameters of the ion fluid and confirm plasma purity from possible wall con-
taminations, all the while providing the highest accuracy possible [10]. Although the
plasmas are studied in every wavelength range, due to its high temperature, much of the
radiated power is emitted in the x-ray range.
Spectra analysis on plasma emission can measure ion temperatures and toroidal ro-
tation velocity, based on determinations of the Doppler broadening, centroid shift, and
intensity of the lines of highly ionized impurities using a curved Bragg crystal spectral
disperser and imager [11]. These studies are possible with high resolution spectrometers
2
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like the Bragg x-ray crystal spectrometer KX1 built in the Joint European Torus (JET),
one of the major tokamak ITER-like experiments. Upgrades to the crystals have been
made where, in addition to helping inform on the nickel concentration, rotation veloc-
ity and ion temperature, the concentration of contaminating tungsten from ITER-like
walls studies are possible [12]. This was done by having two measurement channels with
each crystal for different orders of reflection, namely the “W channel” and “Ni channel”.
These were made to specifically measure the W46+ M-shell and Ni26+ K-shell lines respec-
tively. The spectrometer was also built to avoid the detection of continuum emissions as
they can interfere in identifying characteristic x-ray lines. The developed atomic models
by Polasik [13, 14] based on Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculations gave
way to studies like Słabkowska et al (2014) [15] and Słabkowska et al (2015) [16]. These
confirmed the possibility of a reliable x-ray analysis for the first time by modeling the
spectra structures of M x-ray tungsten and L x-ray molybdenum emissions with the Flex-
ible Atomic Code (FAC) package within the Collisional-Radiative (CR) model. Since this
discovery, more modeling studies were performed for different x-ray lines for tungsten
and molybdenum [17–19].
In 2017, the same plasma measurements were shown to be possible with the Core
Imaging X-ray Spectrometer (CIXS) proposed for ITER plasmas, this time by studying
the presence of W, Kr, Fe, Ar, and Xe in the plasma [20]. The diagnostics in the hot
core are based on the L-shell W64+ or from K-shell Kr32+ lines by injecting Kr into the
plasma. Analysis of the colder regions are given by the K-shell lines of Fe and Ar ions
or alternatively by the Xe44+ L-shell line. Issues were raised as currently highly resolved
x-ray spectroscopy depends on theoretical radiation models that consider all the relevant
factors in order to identify tungsten’s complex spectra, which is not yet fully understood.
In fact, even for Ar ions, with electronic structures that are not very complex, the problem
is not completely solved, as the number of important excitation and decay channels can
be very high. These diagnostics rely on a large amount of high-quality atomic data of the
excitation, ionization, and recombination rate coefficients as well as ionization balance
calculations obtained from exhaustive theoretical studies [17, 21]. This rigorous demand
has not been met yet [22].
1.3 Objectives of this research
The goal of this work is to organize an expandable database and provide for a better
understanding of plasma diagnostics for a number of applications such as ITER. This
will be done by building a computer software that relies on atomic data and is computed
as needed with simple analytical expressions. All of the electronic structure calculations
are performed using a state of the art computer code that employs the MCDF method.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background
behind the developed code, starting by explaining the different phenomena considered for
x-ray emission inside a plasma. Then, since the code was tested with an Ar x-ray spectrum
of the ECRIS plasma at Source d’Ions Multichargés de Paris (SIMPA), a description of
the instruments are given as it is relevant for the plasma diagnostics. In the last section,
the process of determining the CSD is described. Chapter 3 contains the developed
PlasmaFit’s Graphic User Interface (GUI)’s, flowcharts and listings, providing a detailed
explanation of its structure and how the main modules were programmed. Chapter 4
presents the experimental spectrum of the ECRIS plasma as well as an analysis with a
theoretical spectrum optimized to fit the data, resulting in the final CSD. Lastly, chapter 5
summarizes the work done throughout this master thesis and subsequent prospects.
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Theoretical background
This chapter details the theory behind the determination of the ion CSD from HCI through x-ray spec-
troscopy. An introduction on x-ray emissions and non radiative decay is followed by the presentation of
the instruments used to produce HCI and detect the x-ray emission analyzed in this thesis. Lastly, the
procedure for plasma diagnostics is explained.
2.1 X-ray emission
X-ray radiation was discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895, at the University
of Würzburg [23]. Typically, this electromagnetic radiation ranges from 0.01 to 10 nm
in wavelength, approximately, 0.1 to 100 keV. Since then, x-rays have been the target
of extensive studies as they brought relevancy to a vast scope of technologies and to the
understanding of the universe (e.g. diffuse medium in galaxies, supernova remnants,
pulsars, black holes, and clusters of galaxies, to name a few).
Henry Moseley discovered in 1913 that the x-ray radiation wavelength is characteristic
to the element in which the process occurred [24]. This meant that it was possible to
determine unknown samples from their spectral emission, giving way to a field of x-ray
spectroscopy for qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis [25].
For characteristic x-ray emission to happen, the element must be set up in a way that
leaves a vacancy in one of its inner shells. This unoccupied orbital may come from the
interaction of the atom or ion with particles such as photons, ions, and electrons, with
sufficient energy to remove an electron from its inner orbital. As elements tend to be in
its lowest state possible, a higher level electron will occupy this vacant orbital, releasing
energy in the process. It may happen that this energy is then released as a photon with a
wavelength in the x-ray range, as seen in Fig. 2.1.
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The energy released is given by the energy difference between the levels:
Ephoton = |Ef −Ei | (2.1)
This emission results in a well defined spectrum with lines that are characteristic to the
element, given that they correspond specifically to the transition energy between two
orbitals. With other possible processes in mind, other than x-ray emission, these lines are
able to provide a qualitative and quantitative analysis on their emission origin.
Figure 2.1: Schematic of x-ray emission where a higher level electron occupies a lower
level shell.
2.1.1 Bremsstrahlung
As discussed earlier, interactions with the atom causing an unfilled orbital is required for
characteristic x-ray emission. However, instead of causing a vacancy through excitation
or ionization, the incident particle may decelerate and change its trajectory. Some energy
is then converted into a continuous emission of x-ray photons. This process is called
bremsstrahlung, German for "deceleration radiation".
Figure 2.2: Schematic of electron-ion bremsstrahlung emission. As an electron interacts
with the element, emitting a continuous x-ray radiation.
6
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As the incident particle interacts with the nuclei Coulomb potential, its kinetic energy
can be fully transferred into x-ray radiation, resulting in its maximum emission intensity.
The particle can otherwise exit with some energy for another event. Consequently, there
is a higher presence of bremsstrahlung in the lower end of the spectrum as lower energy
events are more probable [26].
Figure 2.3: X-ray spectrum showing bremsstrahlung emission and a characteristic line.
The dashed line is the unfiltered bremsstrahlung observed in a vacuum.
Fig. 2.3 shows a great decrease in x-ray intensity for lower energies, despite its increase
down to 50 keV. This can be explained as low energy x-ray are difficult to detect since
radiation is absorbed at really short distances through matter [27]. This absorption can
occur either in the plasma itself (self-absorption) or by the presence of physical filters
(Be entrance windows in the detectors, for example). For high energies (∼ 300 keV),
electron-electron bremsstrahlung starts to play a significant role in plasma emission
(see Refs. [28, 29]). The phenomenon is similar to electron-ion bremsstrahlung, except
the radiation wavelength depends on the angle between the direction of the emitting
electron and the emitted photon. In astrophysics, it can happen that bremsstrahlung is
the most important obtainable electromagnetic information, like in clusters of galaxies
with plasma temperatures in the keV range, or group mergers that generate large-scale
shock waves [30].
2.1.2 Auger electron emission
Alternatively to the event presented in Fig. 2.1, the Auger effect happens when the higher
level electron occupies the lower level vacancy without the emission of radiation. As a
consequence, the transition energy is transferred to another electron, causing its ejection.
Despite this phenomenon being firstly discovered in 1923 by Lise Meitner, it was labeled
after Pierre Auger in 1925 by independently discovering it once again [31].
Following the example in Fig. 2.4b, the upper level electron receives energy given
by the difference between the L1 → K transition. In case this energy is greater than the
binding level energy corresponding to the L2,3 orbital, the electron can be ejected from
7
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Schematic of an electron in the L-shell occupying a vacancy in the K-shell,
transferring its transition energy to another electron, causing its emission (Auger elec-
tron).
the atom. Summarizing, the Auger electron will leave the atom or ion with the following
energy:
EAuger = |Ef −Ei | −E′ (2.2)
Where Ef and Ei are the energies of the final and initial state respectively, and E′ the
binding energy of the level in which the Auger electron originated. A special case of
Auger emission happens in case the vacancy is filled from an electron of a higher sub-
shell from the same shell, where it is named Coster-Kronig emission.
For lower atomic number elements (Z < 40), the relative energy level differences are
greater, meaning a higher energy transfer, thus, a higher probability of Auger decay [32].
Considering Auger electrons are not present in x-ray spectra, it is to expect that the
detected radiation does not offer sufficient information for x-ray quantification. For this
reason, it is important to know the ratio/probability of radiative decay contrary to Auger
electron emission. This ratio is called fluorescence yield, ω.
2.2 Electron-cyclotron-resonance ion-source (ECRIS)
Due to the fact that we do not have easy access to raw spectra from fusion tokamaks
nor to the experimental specifications such as transfer functions and efficiencies, this
work will evaluate experimental data obtained in an ECRIS at SIMPA. By comparing the
experimental results of the CSD at SIMPA versus the theoretical distribution obtained
from the code, it makes it evident that the code is properly working and ready to use for
different measurements.
An ECRIS is a plasma ion source used for the production of HCI beams for a variety
of fields and applications such as high energy physics, ion traps, x-ray spectroscopy or
the interaction between ions and matter. The ECRIS was first conceptualized by Geller
et al (1969) [33], followed by Potsma et al (1970) [34], with the first operational ECRIS in
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1971 by Geller and co-workers. Thereafter, the technology has been target of study and
new improvements (see Refs. [35–39]).
The basic principles of an ECRIS are depicted in Fig. 2.5 (Beyer et al [40]). In the
first stage, a reservoir of electrons are emitted through a polarization electrode and flow
inside the second stage, a metallic vessel under a strong magnet field. This vessel works
both as a multi-mode cavity and a plasma chamber. Here, resonant electron heating by
microwave radiation feeds energy in order to ignite the cold plasma. The microwave
field is fueled by a 2 KW klystron embedded through a single ridge wave guide on the
plasma chamber (which must have dimensions larger than the microwave wavelength
used). A step by step ionization process produces the HCI. The production of electron
density, electron velocity and ion confinement time, neveτc, should be maximized and the
neutral density minimized for a proper ion distribution in the plasma. Neutral atoms
are undesirable given that they may interact with ions and lower the ionic charge. The
minimum ion confinement time to successfully produce HCI like Ar16+ is deemed to be
10 ms [41]. To achieve this, the ECRIS technology resorts to magnetic traps or bottles
in a Bmin structure seen in Fig. 2.5. This field presents an hexapole configuration and is
achieved through permanent magnets at SIMPA. Notwithstanding, one can also produce
the same result with normal coils or even superconducting coils [42–44].
Figure 2.5: Principle of operation of a 10 GHz ECRIS. The plasma electrons are trapped
in a Bmin structure and are energized at the magnetic surface where the magnetic field is
BECR. Image and caption taken from Ref. [40] ©1991 Springer.
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As the temperature increases, high energy electrons prompt electron-impact excita-
tion and ionization of the ions in their inner-shells. Consequentially, x-ray emissions are
significant enough for plasma diagnostics [45]. In a commercial 14.5 GHz, all permanent
magnets “supernanogan” types like at SIMPA, a few characteristics can be measured.
Through bremsstrahlung spectra, one can deduce the electronic temperature [46] and
with high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy it is possible to work out the CSD and electronic
density [47].
Fig. 2.6 shows the type of ECRIS worked with at SIMPA. On the left side of the plasma
chamber, a Double Crystal Spectrometer (DCS) detects the x-ray emission, advanced by
the injection of gas and microwave radiation. The DCS and the pumping region are
separated by a Be window resistant to vacuum pressure and is semi-transparent to low
energy x-ray radiation, halving the intensity at low energies (~3 keV).
Figure 2.6: Representation of the ECRIS at SIMPA. The DCS on the left side detects x-rays
from the center of the plasma after its ignition. On the right side of the ECRIS vessel, a
system of extraction focuses and directs HCI for other studies such as electrostatic traps
and surface interactions.
Other than plasma diagnostics from the DCS, spectroscopy inside an electrostatic
trap, surface interaction with HCI or ECRIS’ stability can be studied from the extraction
of plasma on the right-hand side of the metallic vessel. As plasma exits through the
electrostatic lenses, it is focused by a solenoid. Based on the dipole magnet current
intensity, the HCI can be selectively sent to a faraday cup or elsewhere for a variety of
experiments.
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2.3 Double crystal spectrometer (DCS)
A DCS exploits Bragg’s law in order to provide an x-ray spectrum. From Fig. 2.7, it is
possible to see that as an x ray hits the first and second Si crystal, its path differs from
the optical axis line (shown as dotted red). This is because of the connection between the
wavelength λ of a certain ray and the reflection angle θB off the crystal’s surface. The
relation is given by the Bragg’s law
nλ = 2d sinθB (2.3)
Where n is the order of diffraction and d is the interplanar distance of the crystal.
Figure 2.7: Scheme of the DCS in the horizontal plane. The reflections from the crystals
can be set in a parallel (non-dispersive mode) or antiparallel (dispersive mode) manner
represented in a) and b) respectively.
Alongside the polarization electrode by the plasma chamber, the first crystal will also
work as a collimator for the rays reaching the second crystal. For a fixed angle of the first
crystal, there are two arrangements for the second one to follow Bragg’s law behavior: a
parallel alignment (Fig. 2.7a) and an antiparallel one (Fig. 2.7b). With this, the modus
operandi is as follows: while keeping the first crystal’s angle static, the second crystal is
rotated in parallel mode until the first peak is detected, then the same is done for the
second peak in antiparallel mode. With both angles registered, one can calculate the
Bragg’s angle from
θB =
180− (θdisp −θnon−disp)
2
(2.4)
Where θdisp and θnon−disp are the dispersive and non-dispersive angle modes respectively.
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At SIMPA, the DCS presents a peculiar configuration compared to other similar spec-
trometers. Most DCS have their crystals fixed with the x-ray source moving around
pointed at the first crystal. As shown in Fig. 2.8, SIMPA’s DCS has both crystal axis
mounted in an optical table which rotates around the first crystal’s axis. The crystal’s
angles are measured with encoders. The reason behind the static x-ray source at SIMPA
is due to the large dimension and complexity of the vacuum system (see Fig. 2.9).
Figure 2.8: Top view of the DCS at SIMPA. Both crystals are placed in a single table with
the second crystal rotating axis concentric with the first one. Next to the second crystal,
the detector is placed which is able to rotate around the second crystal.
Figure 2.9: Schematic of the spectrometer setup. 1) vacuum enclosure; 2) axis #1 (crystal
1 and table); 3) axis #2 (crystal 2 and detector); 4) detector rotation support; 5) crystal;
6) crystal holder; 7) detector; 8) table; 9) table rotation support; 10) rotating cones; 11)
tracks for cones; 12) enclosure support; 13) translation stages; 14) support; 15) legs; 16)
translating screws; 17) x-ray entrance; 18) bellows; 19) Be window; 20) ECRIS SIMPA; 21)
window; 22) connection to pumping; 23) pressure gauge; 24) rotary vacuum pump; 25) a
and b feed-through for cables. Figure obtained from Ref. [48].
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2.3.1 Detection intensity distribution
For plasma diagnostics, it can happen that a transfer function is associated with the final
x-ray spectrum either due to geometrical constraints, the presence of filters, collimators,
and so on, or due to the efficiency curves of elements within the optical path of the x-
-rays. Regarding the ECRIS explained in Sec. 2.2, there is a low energy attenuation as the
rays travel through the Be window. In addition, Amaro (2011) [48] showed that, for a
DCS, the ray distribution from the x-ray source depends on the shape of the geometrical
slits and the distribution of the intensity of the focal spot. The histogram in Fig. 2.10
(Ref. [48]) shows the number of x-rays with uniform wavelength distribution hitting
the first crystal as a function of the horizontal and vertical angles. It is noticeable that
after the contribution of all collimators, the figure presents a cone-shape distribution
function. The change in the first crystal’s angle is related to the wavelength (energy;
see Eq. 2.3), meaning the histogram shows a linear reduction in x-ray intensity from its
peak with the variation of energy. Furthermore, the vertical angle ϕ does not change
with the horizontal angle θ. Hence, it is to expect a transfer function (on ϕ) with either
a triangular or hyperbolic distribution. The difference will come down to the vertical
divergence value being either approximately zero or not, respectively.
Figure 2.10: Histogram of the number of rays for values of ϕ and θ (horizontal and
vertical angles, respectively). The rays presented a uniform focal distribution with a
cylindrical shape alignment. From Amaro (2011) [48].
Fig. 2.11 shows the simulated maximum number of rays reaching the detector as a
function of the energy, over a triangular and a hyperbolic fit obtained from Guerra et
al [4] (see normalized Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6). We can see that the vertical divergence is not
really zero, indicating that a hyperbolic fit might be more appropriate. The reason the
tails diverge from either hyperbolic or triangular distribution is because the x-rays start
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to hit the edge of the second crystal of the DCS where dynamical effects may occur and
influence the intensity.
Itriangular(E) = 16611.5− |826.462×E − 2565220| (2.5)
Ihyperbolic(E) = 1.04815− 6.27647× 10−5 ×
√∣∣∣588509 + 690026(E − 3103.89)2∣∣∣ (2.6)
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Figure 2.11: Intensity distribution of the x-rays reaching the DCS. The triangular fit is
represented by the red dashed line and the hyperbolic fit the blue line (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6
respectively).
2.4 Plasma diagnostics
For a proper x-ray spectrum analysis of ECRIS plasma, with the aim of estimating the ion
CSD, one must take into consideration the physical processes in it. The methodology for
the CSD estimation is as follows (Santos et al [49]):
1. The spectrum of characteristic x-rays from ions inside the plasma is measured;
2. The excited states that produce the x-ray spectrum are identified through extensive
atomic databases;
3. The main processes leading to these excited states, from the ground configurations,
are found and the corresponding cross sections are calculated, using a physically
justified electron distribution function;
4. Radiative and radiationless transition energies and probabilities are calculated (or
extracted from a database) for the identified excited states;
5. From the comparison of the peak intensities in theoretical and experimental spec-
tra, the CSD is obtained iteratively followed by the application of a LM algorithm,
designed for non-linear optimization and curve fitting problems;
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This work takes into account the transition energies and radiative probabilities, the distri-
bution of electron energies in the plasma and electron-impact excitation, single, double
and triple ionization. For an ECRIS, the electron-impact phenomena are of greatest influ-
ence to the spectrum [5]. Notwithstanding, other processes can occur, such as dielectronic
recombination, charge exchange, two-photon emission, and radiative recombination. The
decay processes considered are either characteristic x-ray emission or radiationless tran-
sition. The plasma is considered to be in population equilibrium, since it is constantly
fueled by the microwave radiation. On point 5, with a balance equation, it is possible to
relate the line intensities with the CSD explained on section 2.4.5.
2.4.1 Electron-impact excitation
Electron-impact excitation is the interaction of an incident electron with an element,
resulting in the transition of an electron to a higher level orbital (Fig. 2.12).
Figure 2.12: Schematic of electron-impact K-shell excitation. An incident electron inter-
acts with the atom causing the excitation of one of the K-shell electrons towards another
shell.
Plasma phenomena interpretation from electron-impact excitation can be done from
atomic database cross section values (see [50, 51]). In these databases, many cross section
values have been either calculated or determined experimentally, however, there are
many values missing for specific ions or energy intervals. Fisher et al [52], based on the
van Regemorter expression for bound-bound electron excitation [53] have been able to
estimate electron-impact excitation cross sections. This expression presents a flaw in
which it considers only electric dipole transitions, insufficient for ions. A proper attempt
is to calculate through computer codes such as the Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock and
General Matrix Elements (MCDFGME) of Desclaux and Indelicato [54–56]. This code
not only determines excitation cross section values but also the transition energies and
radiative and radiationless transition probabilities. The code resorts to the first Born
approximation for electron and photon impact cross sections, with MCDF wave functions
for the atom and a Dirac wave function for the free electron [57].
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For high energies, where the electron interaction is minimal, this is a sufficient ap-
proach to get an accurate calculation, but for lower energies, meaning a higher electron
interaction, the electron-impact excitation cross sections should be computed using the
Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) [15, 18]. DWBA, an extension of the Plane
Wave Born Approximation (PWBA), accounts for higher-order multiple scattering effects.
Now, the electron-electron interaction of the projectile and target is no longer considered
negligible [58]. While it is more demanding in computational terms, it provides better
results as seen in Fig. 2.13 [59].
Figure 2.13: Cross section for the ionization of the L-shells of Ag by positrons over their
energy. The solid and dashed curves represent the calculations performed with DWBA
and PWBA, respectively. Partial DWBA cross sections for the L1, L 2 and L3 subshells
are depicted as thin solid curves. The circular symbols represent the experimental data
measured by Nagashima et al [60].
2.4.2 Electron-impact ionization
Electron-impact ionization is the interaction of an incident electron with an element
resulting in the eviction of electrons (see Figs. 2.14 or 2.16).
2.4.2.1 Single ionization
When it comes to electron-impact ionization cross sections, there are some added com-
putational challenges. Whether they are single, double or triple ionizations, many of
the developed computational models take a substantial amount of time to compute [61,
62]. Despite their accuracy, these are limited to simple valence shell structures and light
atoms. For plasmas with heavier atoms and many possible ionization pathways, a simpler
model must be used to calculate the ionization cross sections. These models should be
able to describe highly energetic electrons based on a quantum-mechanical description
with a proper analysis of the asymptotic high energy behavior of the cross sections.
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of electron-impact K-shell ionization. An incident electron inter-
acts with the atom causing a single ionization in the K-shell.
Although it is possible to use methods such as DWBA, a simpler option would be
to employ the Modified Relativistic Binary Encounter Bethe (MRBEB) method [63–65].
The MRBEB model is a product of a series of improvements, starting from the Mott
description of two identical particles, to the Binary Encounter Dipole (BED) model, to the
Binary Encounter Bethe (BEB) one. Recently, de Avillez et al (2019) [8] showed that the
MRBEB provides cross section values with the same degree of quality as more complex
alternatives like DWBA and FAC for carbon ions. The total ionization cross section of an
n l j bound electron (n being principal quantum number, l orbital angular momentum
and j total angular momentum) with binding energy B in an atom in the initial state LS
(L being the total orbital angular momentum and S the total spin angular momentum),
by an electron with incident kinetic energy T reads
σMRBEB,nljLS =
4pia2oα
4Nnlj
(β2t +χnljβ
2
b )2b
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mc2
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mc2
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B
; χnlj =
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(2.8)
Where α is the fine structure constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, m is the electron
mass, R the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV), Nnlj is the subshell occupation number, ao the
Bohr radius (5.29× 10−11 m) and Cnlj is the scaling factor given by
Cnlj = 0.3
Z2ef fnlj
2n2
+ 0.7
Z2ef fn′ l′ j′
2n′2
(2.9)
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With n′ l′ j ′ being the following subshell after the subshell n l j , ordered in ascending
energy. The Zef f nlj are obtained from Ref. [66]. The cross section comparison of Se and
Kr between different models for electron-impact L-shell ionization is shown in Fig. 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Electron-impact L-shell ionization cross section for (a) Se and (b) Kr. The
thick solid curve represents the MRBEB cross section according to Eq. 2.7; dash-dash
curve, Modified Binary Encounter Bethe (MBEB) cross section [66]; dot-dash curve, rel-
ativistic empirical formula by Lotz [67]; dot-dot curve, DWBA by Bote et al [68]; short
dot-dash curve, XCVTS semiempirical formula by Haque et al [69]; the symbols are the
experimental data for Se by Kiss et al [70] and for Kr by Hippler et al [71]. Graphs taken
from [64].
2.4.2.2 Double and triple ionization
For electron-impact multiple ionization, the cross sections of the double-KL and triple-
-KLL ionization processes from the ground-state configuration are calculated by a semi-
-empirical formula of Shevelko and Tawara [72]. The cross section formula, developed for
the purpose of the outermost electrons’ ionization, is given as
σn =
a(n)N b(n)(
In
Ry
)2 ( uu + 1)c ln(u + 1)u + 1 10−18 [cm2] (2.10)
Where
u =
E
In
− 1 (2.11)
With E being the incident electron energy in eV, In the ionization energy required to
remove the KL, or KLL, electrons from the target, in eV, N the total number of target
electrons, 1 Ry = 13.6 eV, and c = 1 for neutral atoms and c = 0.75 for ions. The fitting
parameters a(n) and b(n) proposed by Bélenger et al [73] are a(2) = 14.0 and b(2) = 1.08
for double ionization, and a(3) = 6.30 and b(3) = 1.20 for triple ionization.
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(a) K- and L-shell double ionization (b) K- and L-shell triple ionization
Figure 2.16: Schematic of electron-impact with multiple ionizations. An incident electron
interacts with the atom causing electronic ionizations in the K- and L-shell.
2.4.3 Transition energies and probabilities
For an accurate analysis of x-ray spectra, the transition energy values, probabilities and
fluorescence yields are crucial. There are some considerations which must be taken into
account in order to calculate them. Firstly, for some electrons, the correlation distribution
to transition energies is very important, meaning there is a need of a multiconfiguration
or configuration-interaction approach. The MCDFGME approach is characterized by the
fact that a small number of configurations can account for a large amount of correla-
tion [74, 75]. Secondly, for HCI, the electrons demonstrate a strong relativistic behavior,
implying consideration for relativistic effects. And finally, quantum-electrodynamics
effects such as the electron’s self-energy and vacuum polarization must be added.
2.4.4 Distribution of electron energies in the plasma
It may happen in plasmas that the electron distribution is strongly non-Maxwellian and
is divided into two populations, a low energy cold population, and a hot one with sig-
nificantly higher energies. In an ECRIS, the hot population can be well confined inside
a closed egg-shaped surface centered around the source main axis, being considered a
non-Maxwellian distribution. The cold population electron distribution, on the other
hand, is approximately Maxwellian [46, 76]. As seen in Pras et al [77], the global electron
distribution f (E) can be represented as a linear combination of the Maxwellian and the
non-Maxwellian electron distributions, fMw(E) and fNMw(E) respectively.
The rate of the number of events of a certain process, whether by excitation or ioniza-
tion, averaged over the electron distribution energy is given by
〈Ne σ v〉 =Ne
∫ ∞
Emin
v(E)σ (E)f (E)dE (2.12)
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With the global electron distribution defined as
f (E) = (1− x)fMw(E) + xfNMw(E) (2.13)
Where Ne is the electron density, σ (E) the process’ cross section, v(E) the electron ve-
locity, at an electron energy E and x is a mixing coefficient dependent on the plasma
temperature.
The Maxwellian distribution fMw(E) reads
fMw =
2√
pi
E1/2
(kTcold)3/2
e−E/kTcold (2.14)
Where T is the temperature, k the Boltzmann constant and the velocity v in the relativistic
form of E is given as
v = cE1/2
(E + 2mc2)1/2
(E +mc2)
(2.15)
For the cold population, we resort to the Gauss-Laguerrer integration [78] for the
calculation of the following integral. For now, this integration is used as it requires a
small number of cross sections for each ion, process, and energy. Other more complex
methods could be applied if these values are then to be provided on a large scale database.∫ ∞
Emin
fMw(E)v(E)σ (E)dE (2.16)
Can be transformed into the form ∫ ∞
0
g(x)e−xdx (2.17)
Through variable transformation and rearrangements, we have∫ ∞
Emin
fMw(E)v(E)σ (E)dE =
2c√
pi
e−Emin/kTcold
(kTcold)1/2
∫ ∞
0
g(x)e−xdx (2.18)
Where
g(x) = (xkTcold +Emin)
(xkTcold +Emin + 2mc2)1/2
xkTcold +Emin +mc2
σ (xkTcold +Emin) (2.19)
For the hot population with the non-Maxwellian distribution fNMw(E), it reads
fNMw(E) = CnE
(
1 +
E
2mc2
)(
1 +
E
mc2
)
e−E/kThot (2.20)
And
Cn =
1
(kThot)2
1
1 + 3α + 3α2
; α =
kThot
mc2
(2.21)
Through the same integral arrangements, we have∫ ∞
Emin
fNMw(E)v(E)σ (E)dE =
CnckThot
2(mc2)2
e−Emin/kThot
∫ ∞
0
g(x)e−xdx (2.22)
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Where
g(x) = (xkThot +Emin)
3/2(xkThot +Emin + 2mc
2)3/2σ (xkThot +Emin) (2.23)
Note that some works have used the mixing coefficient of x = 0.99, meaning an almost
Maxwellian distribution inside hot population plasma, and has provided reliable experi-
mental results [49, 79]. Still, for high temperature plasmas, it is still not clear what the
correct mixing coefficient should be.
2.4.5 Balance equation
As a final step, the balance equation helps determine the line intensities. From Fig. 2.17,
the left column being the initial states, the middle column the excited states and the
right column the following decay states, one can take a few simple ideas. The under-
standing from this work comes down to ionic population, supply of excited states and
their radiative decay potential. In an x-ray plasma spectrum, one would expect the states
with higher radiative decay probability to present greater intensities, yet the supply of
the excited states responsible for those likely transitions may be lower and show smaller
peaks. Moreover, the population of the ions from the initial states also interfere with the
experimental results.
The transition energies considered are from excited states with specific LSJ terms,
however, the electron-impact phenomena may end with different magnetic quantum
numbers. This means that the probability of a certain phenomena resulting in the excited
state must be calculated. The calculation is as follows
sp =
2jf + 1∑
2jf + 1
(2.24)
With sp being the probability of the excited state ending up in the 2j + 1 states of interest
over the sum of all the possible states. Since the stored cross section values for electron-
impact K-shell excitation always express the final LSJ configuration, the probability will
be 1 as long as it matches with the terms of the transitions energies.
In this work, all ions are considered to be in the ground state initially1, with charge
state q. This is because, for Ar HCI in an ECRIS, the lifetime of the excited states are
orders of magnitude lower than the collision times for the considered processes (106 s-1
and 109-1015 s-1, respectively) [80]. The charge state is defined as the degree of ionization
with q = Z −m, where m is the number of bound electrons in the ion. With a process of
an ion in the charge state q and K hole in the excited level i, the balance equation is
N
q
0 〈NevσK−exc,qi 〉+N q−10 〈NevσK−ion,(q−1,q)i 〉+N q−20 〈NevσKL−ion,(q−2,q)i 〉 +
+ N q−30 〈NevσKLL−ion,(q−3,q)i 〉 =NK,qi Aqi
(2.25)
Where Aqi is the radiative or radiationless decay probability at the level i and N
q′
0 the
q′ charge-state ion density in the ground configuration. σK−exc,qi is the excitation cross
1A metastable state was added into the final database for a more accurate analysis.
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section of the processes where an ion in the charge state q reaches the excited level i of
the same ion with a K hole. This cross section represents the sum of all the cross sections
for the processes from each level j to the excited level i, weighted by its probability.
σ
K−ion,(q−1,q)
i , σ
KL−ion,(q−2,q)
i and σ
KLL−ion,(q−3,q)
i represent the single, double, and triple
ionization cross sections respectively, of the processes where an ion of charge state q′
(q′ = q − 3,q − 2,q − 1,q) reaches the excited level i with charge q and a K hole. These
are calculated from the MRBEB electron-impact single ionization cross section in Eq. 2.7
and the semi-empirical formula in Eq. 2.10. NK,qi is the ion density in the charge state q
in the ground state and a K-shell hole in the level i. Finally, N q0 〈Nevσprocessi 〉 is the rate
of the number of events related to the process in question. Certain adjustments to the
balance equation will change the spectra simulations. It can be done by trial and error or
by fitting using a LM algorithm and result in reliable values of the CSD inside the plasma.
The line intensity of a certain ion i→ j transition with charge q and K-shell hole can be
calculated from the following equation
I
q
ij = ~ωA
q
ijN
K,q
i (2.26)
With ~ω being the transition energy, Aqij the radiative transition probability from level
i to j. NK,qi represents the ion density from the solved balance equation 2.25. Once the
calculated intensity lines from 2.25 correspond with the experimental spectrum, the ion
densities yield the CSD.
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Figure 2.17: Sequence of excitation from ground states and decay under different pro-
cesses considered by Santos et al [49]. The K excitation is represented by a dashed line;
the single K ionization as a dot-dashed line; the KL double ionization as a dot-dot-dashed
line; the KLL tripe ionization as a dot-dot-dot-dash-dashed line; radiative decay as a solid
line, and radiationless decay as a dotted line.
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Code structure and methodology
This chapter explains the Python code PlasmaFit developed for this thesis. The files and their relation
are explained and the databases are presented. With these, it is detailed how the code processes them
and presents the GUI’s. All the possible inputs and functions are shown, then, a flowchart the process of
determining the theoretical profile. Lastly, the implementation of the LM algorithm is explained.
3.1 Software description
A code capable of collecting databases and determining the CSD of x-ray spectra named
PlasmaFit was developed. It is composed by seven .py modules and three folders (see
Fig 3.1). The first folder “18”, representing the atomic number for Ar, contains the
database folder of the transition energies and cross section values for different processes.
The second folder named “Experimental data” includes the .csv file of the measured x-ray
spectrum from SIMPA. The transfer function folder keeps the intensity distribution .csv
files to be loaded by the user.
In Python, .py modules can access defined functions from other modules by using
the “import” statement. Fig. 3.2 shows how the seven modules are connected through
imports. In blue are the .py modules and in white are the imported functions. The Spec-
traSimulation.py starts the code, with the PlasmaFit.py being the main operating module.
It loads the database from Load.py and presents the main GUI. The user then chooses to
calculate a simple plot from Calculation.py or use the LM algorithm with LMFit.py (and
consequently CalculationLite.py - a simpler module of Calculation.py for extensive use).
Both plotting modules require Functions.py with functions for the theoretical spectrum
calculation. The packages used for the GUI’s and plotting are TkInter and Matplotlib,
respectively.
As SpectraSimulation.py is run, a periodic table is presented where the user selects
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the element they wish to work with (see Fig. 3.3a). An option window appears with
the different parameters the user can retrieve (Fig. 3.3b; only the “Plasma Diagnostics”
button was developed in this work). Upon selecting the “Plasma Diagnostics” button,
the code attempts to load the database inside a folder numbered by the atomic number
chosen in the periodic table. The PlasmaFit.py’s GUI (Fig. 3.5) where most the work is
done will only be presented if the database is properly loaded, otherwise an error message
box informing the user the issue with the database. Fig. 3.4 shows a flowchart with the
organization of the code once the user opens it, up to loading the PlasmaFit.py’s GUI.
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PlasmaFit
18
18-cs_K_exc.csv
18-cs_K_ion.csv
18-cs_KL_ion.csv
18-cs_KLL_ion.csv
18-transitions.csv
Experimental data
exp-SIMPA-ECRIS_1.csv
Transfer functions
TF-SIMPA-ECRIS-data.csv
TF-ECRIS-hyperbolic-fit.csv
TF-ECRIS-triangular-fit.csv
TF-linear.csv
TF-m1.csv
TF-parabola.csv
Load.py
Functions.py
LMFit.py
PlasmaFit.py
SpectraSimulation.py
Calculation.py
CalculationLite.py
Figure 3.1: Tree of the “PlasmaFit” folder showing the relevant files to this work. The
main folder has the program SpectraSimulation.py alongside other modules responsible
for different aspects of the code.
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PlasmaFit.py
> pfit
Functions.py
> integral
> stat_prob
> voigt
> ground_state
Load.py
> dbloader
Calculation.py
> spectrum_plot
LMFit.py
> lm_fit
CalculationLite.py
> spectrum_plot_lite
SpectraSimulation.py
Figure 3.2: Scheme of the imports between the modules.
(a) Periodic table with the elements to choose from.
(b) Window with the different parameters to re-
trieve.
Figure 3.3: GUI’s after starting SpectraSimulation.py. The first window (a) is a periodic
table requesting the element to work with. Subsequently, the second window (b) loads
asking which parameters to obtain. Only “Plasma Diagnostics” belongs to this work.
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3.2 Database
PlasmaFit.py's	GUI
is	presented
Atomic	number	Z	chosen
Periodic	table
Option	window
PlasmaFit.py
Opens folder inside path named after Z
Load.py
NoAny	valid	transition
energy	database	named
Z-transitions.csv?
Error	message
Impossible	to	plot
without	transition
energies
Yes
Any	valid	K-shell
excitation	database
named
Z-cs_K_exc.csv?
SpectraSimulation.py
Warning	message
Code	cannot	consider
electron-impact	K-shell
excitation
Any	valid	K-shell
ionization	database
named
Z-cs_K_ion.csv?
Warning	message
Code	cannot	consider
electron-impact	K-shell
ionization
Any	valid	KL
double	ionization
database	named
Z-cs_KL_ion.csv?
Warning	message
Code	cannot	consider
electron-impact	KL
double	ionization
Any	valid	KLL
triple	ionization
database	named
Z-cs_KLL_ion.csv?
Warning	message
Code	cannot	consider
electron-impact	KLL
triple	ionization
Plasma	diagnostics
Yes
No No
Yes
No
Yes Yes
No
Cross	sections
Level	widths
Spectra	simulation
Yields
Sends main path and Z
Figure 3.4: Flowchart of events from the loading of SpectraSimulation.py up to the display
of the main GUI in PlasmaFit.py. The code starts by requesting an element to work with.
Then, with an option window, the user can select different parameters to retrieve. Only
“Plasma diagnostics” was done in this work. Load.py searches the databases for the
element chosen. If no transition energy database is valid, the code will go back to the
option window.
For the code to work, the database folder main requirement is to have at least the
“Z-transitions.csv” file, with “Z” being the corresponding atomic number. This file alone
allows for at least the stick plots of the transition energies. It contains a set of transitions
which include the charge-state, the initial and final levels, the transition energies, the tran-
sition rate and its yield. Tab. 3.1 shows the transitions used in this work. The transition
yield is calculated as the probability that a given transition occurs, taking into account
not only the radiative transition rate but also the possibility that the initial level decays
through a radiationless transition. The radiative and radiationless transition energy, tran-
sition probability, fluorescence yield values, and radiationless transition probabilities
were calculated with the MCDFGME code and taken from [81].
The other .csv files correspond to the cross section values for different transition ener-
gies responsible for the excited states in the initial transition database. The files should be
named “Z-cs_K_exc.csv”, “Z-cs_K_ion.csv”, “Z-cs_KL_ion.csv” and “Z-cs_KLL_ion.csv”.
Respectively, they represent the database for the K-shell excitation and ionization, KL
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and KLL ionization. After the code checks if the files exist and loads them successfully,
only then the user is able to calculate with the processes available. Tab. 3.2 and 3.3 show
the partial tables for the excitation and ionization data kept in the files. The cross section
values for electron-impact phenomena were determined according to Sec. 2.4, with the
ionization energies also obtained from the MCDFGME code.
The cross section values are calculated according to the parameters from the Gauss-
Laguerre integration (Eq. 2.12; Ref. [78]) in the form∫ ∞
0
e−xf (x)dx ≈
n∑
i=1
wif (xi) (3.1)
Where xi is the ith root of the Laguerre polynomial Ln(x), and the weight wi is given by
wi =
xi
(n+ 1)2[Ln+1(xi)]2
(3.2)
Since in this work we consider both non-Maxwellian and Maxwellian distributions within
the plasma, two sets of 20 cross sectional values are kept for each transition at cold and
hot temperatures (kT = 1 keV and kT = 20 keV respectively) for each root of the Laguerre
polynomial and its weight. For a non-Maxwellian plasma, it is possible to use a linear
combination of Maxwellian distributions for different temperatures. Another option
would be resorting to different energy distributions, like κ-distributions detailed in [82].
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Table 3.1: Table of the 28 transition energies (TE), transition rates (TR) and radiative
transition yields in the database. The charge-states (CS), the initial and final states with
the electronic configuration and LSJ terms are also stored. The number of transitions
retrieved from the database depends on the energy region of the spectra that we want to
simulate.
CS Initial config. Final config. TE (eV) TR (s-1) Yield
16+ 1s2p 3P1 1s2 1S0 3123.37 1.81× 1012 1.00× 100
1s2s 3S1 1S0 3104.17 4.78× 106 1.00× 100
15+ 1s2s2p 2P11/2 1s
22s 2S1/2 3112.40 8.65× 1013 7.32× 10−1
2P21/2
2S1/2 3125.37 1.97× 1013 1.65× 10−1
2P13/2
2S1/2 3114.15 1.00× 1014 9.12× 10−1
2P23/2
2S1/2 3125.90 6.77× 1012 5.62× 10−2
4P1/2 2S1/2 3086.69 1.64× 1011 9.47× 10−1
4P3/2 2S1/2 3087.55 4.50× 1011 9.83× 10−1
14+ 1s2s22p 1P1 1s22s2 1S0 3091.79 9.81× 1013 4.28× 10−1
1s2s2p2 1S0 1s22s2p 1P1 3090.93 5.29× 1013 1.79× 10−1
1S0 3P1 3119.25 4.07× 109 1.38× 10−5
1P1 1P1 3088.82 1.51× 1014 7.19× 10−1
1P1 3P2 3115.31 7.51× 109 3.58× 10−5
1P1 3P1 3117.15 7.90× 109 3.76× 10−5
1P1 3P0 3118.48 5.37× 1010 2.56× 10−4
1D2 3P2 3102.36 3.10× 1012 1.42× 10−2
1D2 3P1 3104.19 1.13× 1011 5.20× 10−4
3S1 3P2 3097.40 3.15× 1013 2.99× 10−1
3S1 3P1 3099.24 1.41× 1013 1.35× 10−1
3S1 3P0 3100.57 3.73× 1012 3.55× 10−2
3P20
3P1 3103.80 9.38× 1012 5.01× 10−2
3P11
3P0 3085.80 7.82× 1013 3.89× 10−1
3P21
3P2 3103.54 1.13× 1013 8.92× 10−2
3P21
3P1 3105.37 1.65× 1011 1.30× 10−3
3P21
3P0 3106.70 7.14× 1011 5.62× 10−3
3P 12
3P1 3087.37 4.59× 1012 2.08× 10−2
3D1 3P1 3086.07 5.39× 1013 3.14× 10−1
3D1 3P0 3087.40 1.38× 1011 8.02× 10−4
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Table 3.2: Table showing the excitation energies for different initial and final configura-
tions in the database. In italic blue, a metastable configuration was introduced manually,
as the original database only had initial levels that are reachable through excitation and
single, double and triple ionization, from the ion ground state.
CS Initial config. Final config. Excitation energy (eV)
16+ 1s2 1S0 1s2s 3S1 3104.1605
1S0 1s2p 3P1 3123.37
15+ 1s22s 2S1/2 1s2s2 2S3/2 2733.41041
2S1/2 1s2s2p 4P1/2 3086.69
2S1/2 1s2s2p 4P3/2 3087.55
2S1/2 1s2s2p 2P
1
1/2 3112.40
2S1/2 1s2s2p 2P
1
3/2 3114.15
2S1/2 1s2s2p 2P
2
1/2 3125.37
2S1/2 1s2s2p 2P
2
3/2 3125.90
14+ 1s22s2 1S0 1s2s22p 1P1 3091.95
1s22s2p 1P1 1s2s2p2 1S0 3092.90
Table 3.3: Table showing the ionization energies for different electron-impact ionizations
and different initial and final configurations in the database. In italic blue, a metastable
configuration was introduced.
Ionization Initial config. Final config. Ionization energy (eV)
K 1s22s22p 1s2s22p 3842.3588
1s22s2 1s2s2 3941.7821
1s22s 1s2s 4030.5030
1s22s2p2 1s2s2p2 3829.5197
KL 1s22s22p2 1s2s22p 4518.32962
1s22s22p2 1s2s2p2 4518.32962
1s22s22p 1s2s2p 4693.04915
1s22s22p 1s2s2 4693.12013
1s22s2 1s2s 4872.04086
KLL 1s22s22p3 1s2s22p 5137.08393
1s22s22p3 1s2s2p2 5137.08393
1s22s22p3 1s2p3 5189.73351
1s22s22p2 1s2s2p 5379.30797
1s22s22p2 1s2s2 5379.37895
1s22s22p2 1s2p2 5414.20069
1s22s22p 1s2s 5628.06260
1s22s22p 1s2p 5647.04959
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3.3 PlasmaFit.py
The main GUI is presented with the module PlasmaFit.py, shown in Fig 3.5.
1
3
2
4
Figure 3.5: Main GUI from PlasmaFit.py, highlighting four sections with the possible
inputs from the user.
3.3.1 Inputs
Once Load.py successfully loads the cross section databases, section 1 from Fig. 3.5 auto-
matically checks the processes that are available in the database. If, for a certain process,
there is a file missing or it does not correspond to the format chosen, the box will provide
a warning message informing the user that it is impossible to consider the process. The
“Metastable states” box starts checked meaning it considers non-ground initial states as
long as these are stored in the database as metastable states. The “Processes contributions”
button starts unchecked and shows lines for each single process considered (Fig. 4.4).
Section 2 shows two option buttons. The topmost option entails the type of spectrum
to display, whether it is a stick plot or a simulated one as a pseudo-Voigt profile. The
section’s bottom option menu represents the y-axis scale, between linear and logarithmic.
Section 3 contains five buttons. From top to bottom, the first button allows the user
to select an experimental data file in the .csv format. This file must contain the energy
and intensity values in the first and second columns, with the respective but optional
uncertainty values placed in the third and fourth columns. The transfer function is
loaded in the second button, with it also necessarily being in the .csv format. The first
two columns in this file must refer to the energy and intensity values which will then be
normalized. After loading, it is displayed in a subplot in the top-left corner. In case a
theoretical spectrum is displayed, any changes to the transfer function are automatically
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applied. The “Export fit” and “Help” buttons are still in the making, with the “Help”
button displaying an information message box referencing to this thesis work, which later
could be improved to a user’s guide. The “Quit” button closes the window.
Lastly, section 4 contains another five buttons. The green “Clear plot” button resets
and clears the plotting area. The “CSD” button displays another GUI shown in Fig. 3.6.
By default, a set of suggested ions and CSD is presented. A global dictionary “csd” stores
the ions and its CSD. Updating is done by either pressing the enter key or the “Save”
button.
Figure 3.6: CSD GUI from PlasmaFit.py, showing the CSD the user can input. The “Add
row” and “Delete row” buttons allow the user to insert or remove an ion. Any box checked
in the “LM fixed” column fixes the parameter during the LM calculation.
The “Parameters” button opens a window shown in Fig. 3.7. This GUI allows the user
to change parameters for the pseudo-Voigt profile such as the Gaussian and Lorentzian
widths as well as the fraction between them. It is also possible to change the x-axis plot-
ting step, as well as the energy shift for a better correspondence with experimental data.
The minimum and maximum energy determine the range in which the transition database
is queried. The fraction between the Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian distribution can
be altered as well. When it comes to the background noise, three different methodologies
are possible. The first two options implement a fixed horizontal offset across the plotting
range, where the “Fixed” radio button lets the user choose the background noise value,
and the “Min. χ2” tries to find the best fit background noise, by attempting different
offsets until the χ2 value is minimized. Lastly, the third radio button allows for a back-
ground with a slope. If either a theoretical spectrum or experimental data is displayed,
the user can simply click in two different points in the plotting area and an offset will be
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determined. With no plot, a window will be displayed requesting them and b parameters
of the y =mx+ b equation. The normalization row allows the theoretical spectrum to be
fixed to a certain point. With experimental data present, the “Data point” button allows
the user to select an energy point in which the calculated plot will be the same as the
experimental data. The “Coordinate” button lets the user either click on a coordinate to
normalize or input the coordinates in a separate window, depending on if anything is
being displayed in the plotting area. These parameters can be saved by either clicking on
the “Save” button or pressing the enter key. This GUI is firstly presented with suggested
default inputs.
Figure 3.7: Parameters GUI’s from PlasmaFit.py, showing the parameters the user can
input. The two windows on the right side are shown in case no plotting is done, allowing
the user to manually insert the parameters for the background noise and normalization.
With a plot shown, the user can simply click on the coordinates instead.
The red “Calculate” button sends all the inputs to the function spectrum_plot() in
Calculation.py, and plots the theoretical spectrum accordingly. If the buttons “CSD” or
“Parameters” were not changed, a warning message box will inform the user that default
parameters and CSD values set by the developer will be used. Another warning message
will show if no instrumental transfer function was loaded. The red “LM fit” button only
works if there is experimental data for a theoretical spectrum to fit. It starts the LM
algorithm in LMFit.py and returns a CSD from the best fit the algorithm could reach.
Once the user opens the CSD window again, it will now be filled with the new improved
CSD.
In any case, if a theoretical spectrum is shown, any alteration in sections 1 or 2 or in
the buttons “CSD” and “Parameters”, will immediately be adjusted accordingly. Any kind
of impossible parameters are prevented to be saved such as negative energies, widths,
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CSD, out of range Voigt or Maxwellian fractions and invalid characters by showing a
warning message box justifying it.
3.4 Functions.py
The Functions.py module contains a series of functions which are used to determine the
theoretical spectrum and create a pseudo-Voigt profile based on the line intensities. The
following subsections provide a functioning overview.
3.4.1 Integral
A simple function resolving the integral from Eq. 2.12 is coded with the Gauss-Laguerre
integration method alongside the physical constants necessary.
Listing 3.1: Definition of the function integral() in Functions.py where it calculates the
integral in Eq. 2.12.
1 from numpy import asarray, exp, sqrt, sum
2
3 kt_c = 1e3 #kT for cold temp. (could set as inputs in a further version)
4 kt_h = 2e4 #kT for hot temp.
5 m_e = 9.1093835611e-31 #Electron mass
6 mec2 = 5.10998946131e5 #mc^2 for electron
7 e_j = 1.602176620898e-19 #Charge of an electron
8 c_Mw = 2.67618617422916e16 #Maxwellian coeff.
9 c_nMw = 8.70366940390332e28 #Non-Maxwellian coeff.
10
11 x_i = asarray([0.0705399, 0.372127, 0.916582, 1.70731, 2.7492, 4.04893, 5.61517, 7.45902,
↪→ 9.59439, 12.0388, 14.8143, 17.9489, 21.4788, 25.4517, 29.9326, 35.0134, 40.8331,
↪→ 47.62, 55.8108, 66.5244])
12 w_i = asarray([0.168747, 0.291254, 0.266686, 0.166002, 0.0748261, 0.0249644, 0.00620255,
↪→ 0.00114496, 0.000155742, 1.54014e-05, 1.08649e-06, 5.33012e-08, 1.75798e-09,
↪→ 3.7255e-11, 4.76753e-13, 3.37284e-15, 1.15501e-17, 1.53952e-20, 5.28644e-24,
↪→ 1.65646e-28])
13
14 #Calculates the integral of Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian dist. of the plasma with hot
↪→ and cold temp.
15 def integral(hw_min, cross_section_c, cross_section_h, fraction):
16 E_i = x_i*kt_c + hw_min
17 f_Mw = sum(w_i*E_i*sqrt(e_j)*(sqrt(E_i+2*mec2)/(E_i+mec2))*cross_section_c)*c_Mw*exp(-
↪→ hw_min/kt_c)
18
19 E_i = x_i*kt_h + hw_min
20 f_nMw = sum(w_i*(E_i*e_j)**1.5*(1+E_i/(2*mec2))**1.5*cross_section_h)*sqrt(2/m_e)*c_nMw
↪→ *kt_h*e_j*exp(-hw_min/kt_h)
21
22 n_rate = fraction*f_Mw + (1-fraction)*f_nMw
23 return n_rate
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3.4.2 Statistical weight
As an ion in an ECRIS plasma suffers electron-impact ionization, the change in the elec-
tronic configuration contains different possible final LSJ terms. Each of these terms have
2j + 1 possible states due to the different magnetic quantum numbers. Therefore, when
one calculates the number of radiative emissions from a specific LSJ term, through ion-
ization processes, it must be accountable that the initial levels will not always decay via
the emission of a photon. The probability for this is explained in Eq. 2.24. The percent-
age is then multiplied by the event rate of a certain process in order to get the accurate
population of ions in the specific excited state in the database (Eq. 2.12).
To code this, a simple way to calculate the sum of 2j + 1 states was used. Each orbital
s, p, d, and f was attributed to a row in Pascal’s triangle based on the number of orbital
types. One for s, as it is spherically shaped, three for p (namely px, py , pz), five for d and
seven for f . The number of orbitals n is associated with the row 2n in Pascal’s triangle
and the number of electrons is related to entry k. The code then calculates the binomial
coefficients as (
2n
k
)
=
(2n)!
k!(2n− k)! (3.3)
The function stat_prob() was made in Functions.py for this purpose. By receiving an
LSJ term and electronic configuration, the code proceeds to multiply the number of
arrangements in each orbital and returns the probability of a certain process to result in
the LSJ term.
Listing 3.2: Definition of the function stat_prob() in Functions.py where it calculates the
probability of an electronic configuration to be in a certain LSJ term. The terms are read
in the format of ‘[LSJ]’.
1 from math import factorial
2
3 def nCk(n,k):
4 f = factorial
5 return f(n) // f(k) // f(n-k)
6
7 def orb(orbital): #Input string with orbital and nr of electrons (e.g. p6)
8 order = [’s’, ’p’, ’d’, ’f’]
9 l = orbital[0] #Assigns orbital to l
10 n = (4*order.index(l) + 2) #Number of electrons that fit in the orbital (2n+1)*2 (spin
↪→ up/down)
11 k = int(orbital[1]) #Assigns nr of electrons in the orbital
12 r = nCk(n, k) #Combination of electronic arrangements possible in that orbital
13 return r
14
15 def stat_prob(lsj_i, state):
16 if len(lsj_i) == 5: #Ask if it is in [LSJ] with 5 spaces (no fractions in J)
17 j_i = 2*int(lsj_i[-2]) + 1
18 else: #Else there are fractions ([1P1/2] for example)
19 fraq = int(lsj_i[3]) / int(lsj_i[5])
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20 j_i = 2*fraq + 1
21
22 n = int((len(state)-1)/4) #Know how many orbitals there are based on the length of the
↪→ string
23 orbital = []
24 for i in range(n + 1):
25 orbital.append(state[1 + 4*i] + state[2 + 4*i]) #Append orbital and nr of electrons
↪→ in it
26 sum_j = 1
27 for i in range(len(orbital)):
28 sum_j *= orb(orbital[i]) #Multiply by the binomial coeff for every orbital & nr of
↪→ electrons
29 return j_i/sum_j
3.4.3 Ground states checker
As stated in Sec. 2.4.5, the initial states in the transition energies, must come from pro-
cesses in the ground state, unless the plasma that originated the spectrum is hot enough to
have highly populated excited states. A boolean function named ground_state() in Func-
tions.py was implemented to verify if it is possible to originate an excited state through
any given process from its fundamental state (see List. 3.3). It is used while the plotting
code runs every relevant transition energy in the database, and tries to calculate from the
cross section databases of the processes.
The function works backwards, from the excited state it attempts different possibili-
ties to reach a ground state through the inverse of the requested process (K-shell excitation
and single to triple ionization in the K and L shells). The first orbital must be “1s”, be-
cause every considered process involves adding just one electron to the K-shell orbital.
For example, we cannot have the state starting with “2s*...” because “1s2s*” can never be
a ground state, or even “1s2...” as it will result in the impossible “1s3” configuration. In
the future, for a more general process, we can allow K-shell double and triple excitation
or ionization, meaning that the two 1s electrons can, in principle, be removed during the
collision process. If the function returns false, the code will not attempt to look for cross
section values for that process in the transition queried. A posteriori, metastable states
were introduced into the database. If the user chooses to consider metastable states, once
the ground_state() function expectedly returns false, it will query the cross section values
for any metastable states in the specific transition.
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Listing 3.3: Definition of the function ground_state() in Functions.py where it checks if an
excited state can come from a ground state through a process n (n = 0, 1, 2, 3 correspond
to K-shell excitation and K, KL, KLL ionization respectively). The triple ionization query
was not shown as it is a longer version of double-KL ionization with the same logic.
1 ground_states_list = [’1s1’,’1s2’,’1s22s1’,’1s22s2’,’1s22s22p1’, ’1s22s22p2’,’1s22
↪→ s22p3’,’1s22s22p4’,’1s22s22p5’,’1s22s22p6’]
2 def ground_state(state_exc, n): #Check if ground state phase is possible with n
↪→ ionizations (0 is excitation)
3 s = list(state_exc)
4 if int(s[0]) == 2 or s[1] != ’s’ or int(s[2]) => 2: return False #We can’t have an
↪→ orbital start with 2s or 2p, so s[0] and s[1] must be 1 and s, and we can’t have
↪→ 1s3 as these are all impossible to be a ground state
5 s[2] = str(int(s[2])+1) #Adds an electron to the 1s orbital
6
7 if n == 0: #Through excitation K
8 s[-1] = str(int(s[-1])-1) #Removes an electron in the last position
9 if s[-1] == ’0’: #If there is no electrons, it removes the orbital
10 s = s[:-4]
11 s = ’’.join(s)
12 return s in ground_states_list #It does not try to remove electron in the middle,
↪→ because that immediately makes it impossible to be ground state
13
14 if n == 1: #Through ionization K
15 s = ’’.join(s)
16 return s in ground_states_list #Was already added to K-shell
17
18 if n == 2: #Through double ionization KL
19 s[6] = str(int(s[6])+1) #Considers adding in the orbital next to the first one
20 s = ’’.join(s)
21 if s in ground_states_list: return True
22 elif len(s) == 11: #If there is a third orbital it adds one there instead
23 s = list(s)
24 s[6] = str(int(s[6])-1)
25 s[10] = str(int(s[10])+1) #If there is more, it adds one in the last position
26 s = ’’.join(s)
27 return s in ground_states_list
28 else: #There is not a third orbital, then one is added
29 s = list(s)
30 s[6] = str(int(s[6])-1) #Remove it to transfer for new orbital
31 s.append(’’)
32 s.append(’2’)
33 s.append(’p’)
34 s.append(’1’) #Adds orbital 2p with one electron
35 s = ’’.join(s)
36 return s in ground_states_list #Last attempt
37 (...)
38 return False #This is coded as a precaution in case nothing is ever returned above
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3.4.4 Voigt profile
A Voigt profile is a distribution useful for x-ray spectroscopy since it is flexible enough
for a variety of peaks that may show in an experimental spectrum. It is a convolution of
the Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions, the former relating to Doppler broadening
and instrumental resolution and the latter to lifetime broadening. Each transition energy
presented in a given spectrum will basically correspond to the centroid of a Voigt distri-
bution, with the width given by the combination of the inverse of the initial state lifetime
and the experimental broadening and amplitude by the line intensity. Afterwards, all
functions are summed up.
Due to the high computational demand in an actual Voigt profile, an approximation
will be used with a linear combination of both Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions.
This is called a pseudo-Voigt profile and is defined by
V (A,x,u,γG,γL,α) = A× [α ×G(x,u,γG) + (1−α)×L(x,u,γL)] (3.4)
Where A is the amplitude (line intensity), x a coordinate in the horizontal axis, u the cen-
ter value (transition energy), γG the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) for the Gaussian
function and γL the FWHM for the Lorentzian function. With the relation between the
standard variation σG and the FWHM γG
σG =
γG
2
√
2ln2
(3.5)
The normalized Gaussian distribution is given as
G(x,u,γG) =
1
σG
√
2pi
exp
− (x −u)22σ2G
 (3.6)
And the normalized Lorentzian distribution
L(x,u,γL) =
γL
2pi
[
(x −u)2 +
(
γL
2
)2] (3.7)
In Fig. 3.8, both distributions and the pseudo-Voigt profile are presented. For α = 1 the
Voigt function is equal to the Gaussian distribution and for α = 0, it is a fully Lorentzian
one. Inside Functions.py, the function voigt() is used to calculate the pseudo-Voigt profile
as seen in List. 3.4.
Listing 3.4: Definition of the pseudo-Voigt function in Functions.py which is used for
every transition energy intensity calculated.
1 from numpy import exp, pi, sqrt
2
3 def voigt(A, x, u, width_gauss, width_lorentz, fraction):
4 sigma_gauss = width_gauss/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)))
5 gauss = exp(-.5*((x-u)/sigma_gauss)**2)/(sigma_gauss*sqrt(2*pi))
6
7 lorentz = width_lorentz/(2*pi*((x-u)**2+(width_lorentz/2)**2))
8
9 return A*(fraction*gauss+(1-fraction)*lorentz)
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Figure 3.8: Graphic of a pseudo-Voigt profile showing both distributions. The green
dashed line shows a Lorentzian distribution (α = 0) with width 2 and the blue dotted line
a Gaussian one (α = 1) with width 4. The red line represents the pseudo-Voigt profile -
the linear combination of both functions as 30% Gaussian and 60% Lorentzian.
3.5 Theoretical spectrum calculation
Upon clicking the “Calculate” button, the code will check if a transfer function was loaded
and the CSD and other parameters were saved. Otherwise standard values chosen by the
developer are used. Next, all the inputs are sent to a function in Calculation.py called
spectrum_plot(). The flowchart in Fig. 3.9 shows the code sequence logic.
The function starts by clearing the spectrum plot and reloading the experimental
data (if any). A domain is set between the minimum and maximum energy values from
the “Parameters” GUI as well as the background noise offset. The transition database is
reduced between the energies comprehended in the domain. The line intensities are then
calculated.
3.5.1 Line intensities
The intensities are calculated for each transition energy of interest and through the
electron-impact processes chosen by the user. First, the ground_state() function returns
true if a given process can originate an excited state from a ground state. If so, a query
within the cross section database for a match between the excited states starts. A match
will result in the calculation of the integral from Eq. 2.12 followed by the line intensity of
Eq. 2.26. In the case of ionization, the latter equation is also multiplied by the statistical
weight (Sec. 3.4.2).
In the cross section database, the last index has included a specific transition energy,
indicating that it is a metastable state (all others have 0). If the ground_state() returns
false for a process and the user wants to include metastable states, the code will then seek
for the last index and see if it matches with the transition energy in question. If so, the
calculation proceeds as explained before.
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Figure 3.9: Flowchart of events after clicking the “Calculate” button in PlasmaFit.py’s
GUI. All inputs are sent to Calculate.py and a rundown of the transition database calcu-
lates the line intensities based on the cross section database of the considered processes.
The code can be read in List. 3.5.
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Listing 3.5: Calculation of line intensities and creation of a pseudo-Voigt profile. Only
electron-impact K-shell ionization is shown, however, the same logic is applied for the
other processes.
1 from SFunctions import ground_state, integral, stat_prob, voigt
2 from numpy import arange, zeros
3
4 x = arange(hw_min, hw_max, step) #Domain arranged
5 voigt_K_ion_profile = zeros(len(x))
6 counts_K_ion = []
7 hw_K_ion = []
8 for i in range(len(hw_trans)): #Scans the transition energy database
9 (...) #K-shell excitation
10 if kion: #If process K-shell ionization is chosen by user
11 if ground_state(hw_trans[i,5],1): #State, if process can come from ground state
12 for j in range(len(cs_K_ion)): #Scan through the cross section database
13 if hw_trans[i,5] == cs_K_ion[j,2]: #If the states match then calculate
14 n_rate = integral(cs_K_ion[j,0], cs_K_ion[j,4], cs_K_ion[j,5], fraction_mw) #
↪→ Calls for integral in Functions.py
15 hw = hw_trans[i,0] #Transition energy
16 ty = hw_trans[i,4] #Transition yield
17 try: nq = csd.get(str(cs_K_ion[j,3] - 1)) * 10**csd.get(’power’) #Looks for the
↪→ ion in the csd dictionary
18 except: nq = 0 #Else return 0
19 sp = stat_prob(hw_trans[i,7], hw_trans[i,5]) #Calculates 2J+1/sum(2J+1)
20 counts_K_ion.append(n_rate * hw * ty * nq * sp) #Appends intensity
21 hw_K_ion.append(i) #Appends index in the transition database
22
23 elif metastates: #Else wonder if there’s a metastate (only if user wants)
24 for j in range(len(cs_K_ion)): #Same logic as before is applied
25 if (cs_K_ion[j,-1] == hw_trans[i,0] and hw_trans[i,5] == cs_K_ion[j,2]): #Last
↪→ index in database indicates if the cross section values is a metastate
26 n_rate = integral(cs_K_ion[j,0], cs_K_ion[j,4], cs_K_ion[j,5], fraction_mw)
27 hw = hw_trans[i,0]
28 ty = hw_trans[i,4]
29 try: nq = (csd.get(str(cs_K_ion[j,3] - 1)+’m’) * 10**csd.get(’power’))
30 except: nq = 0
31 sp = stat_prob(hw_trans[i,7], hw_trans[i,5])
32 counts_K_ion.append(n_rate * hw * ty * nq * sp)
33 hw_K_ion.append(i)
34 (...) #KL and KLL ionizations
35 if stick_sim = ’Sim.’: #If user wants a pseudo-Voigt profile
36 (...) #K-shell excitation
37 if kion:
38 for i in range(len(hw_K_ion)): #Profile making for K shell ionization
39 voigt_K_ion_profile += voigt(counts_K_ion[i], x, hw_trans[hw_K_ion[i], 0] + hw0,
↪→ width_gauss, width_loren, fraction_voigt)
40 (...) #KL and KLL ionizations
41 voigt_profile = (voigt_K_exc_profile + voigt_K_ion_profile + voigt_KL_ion_profile +
↪→ voigt_KLL_ion_profile) #Sum of all the profiles
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3.5.2 Transfer function
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, the ray-tracing Monte Carlo simulation histogram results
shown in Fig 2.10 from Amaro [48] represents the experimental transfer function from
the DCS used for the spectrum in this work. Since the vertical divergence of the maxi-
mum number of rays reaching the detector is not exactly zero (Fig. 2.11), a hyperbolic
fit is deemed appropriate. However, as the code must be ready for different kinds of
instrumental transfer functions, a simple cubic interpolation was implemented into the
code once a transfer file is loaded. Nonetheless, both fits are saved in .csv format and
can be loaded by the user (the program will do an interpolation over a hyperbolic fit, for
example). Different transfer functions were saved in the folder to exemplify its usage
and effect (linear equations, parabolas, etc. . . ). List. 3.6 shows how a transfer function is
defined and implemented in the final pseudo-Voigt profile.
Listing 3.6: Defining of the transfer function in Calculation.py after a file has been chosen
and loaded by the user in PlasmaFit.py.
1 from numpy import arrange, genfromtxt, ones
2 from scipy.interpolate import interp1d #For the transfer function fit
3 (...)
4 if trans_file != ’’: #If a TF was loaded in PlasmaFit.py then trans_file will have a path
5 def tf(x): #x is an array of the domain being worked with and returns y array
6 data_tf = genfromtxt(trans_file, delimiter = ’,’)
7 xtf = data_tf[:,0]
8 ytf = data_tf[:,1]
9 inter = interp1d(xtf, ytf/max(ytf), kind = ’cubic’) #Transfer function fit w/
↪→ normalization
10 return inter(x)
11 else: #Else, no change in the TF
12 def tf(x):
13 return ones(len(x))
14
15 x = arange(hw_min, hw_max, step) #Domain with user selected energy intervals and step
16 (...) #Calculation of the voigt_profile
17 voigt_profile *= tf(x) #Profile now follows the intensity distribution
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3.5.3 Normalization
The parameters also allow for normalization. Recapping from Fig. 3.7, “Data point”, will
fix the theoretical spectrum on the experimental data intensity point for the inserted
energy value. The “Coordinate” option will normalize the theoretical spectrum for a
specific energy and intensity coordinate. List. 3.7 shows how the normalization was
coded.
Listing 3.7: Normalization of the final pseudo-Voigt profile with an experimental data
point (y-axis value unknown) or for a specific coordinate.
1 from numpy import argmin
2
3 if norm_method == ’Data’ and exp_data: #Look for the x to force the theoretical line on
↪→ the experimental line
4 dif_exp = abs(hw_exp - norm_x)
5 n_exp = argmin(dif_exp) #Closest point between exp data and requested norm_x point
6 dif_prof = abs(x - norm_x) #Same is done but for the voigt profile
7 n_prof = argmin(dif_prof) #n_prof now is the voigt profile point closest
8 normalization = (counts_exp[n_exp]-y0[n_prof])/voigt_profile[n_prof] #Removes y0 (
↪→ offset) from exp data
9 voigt_profile *= normalization #Multiply itself by the normalization factor
10
11 elif norm_method == ’Coor’: #It will force theoretical line on (x,y) position
12 dif_prof = abs(x - norm_x)
13 n_prof = argmin(dif_prof) #Closest point between domain and requested norm_x point
14 voigt_profile *= norm_y/voigt_profile[n_prof] #norm_y is y point to normalize
3.5.4 χ2
With experimental data to compare to. Once the theoretical spectrum is calculated, the
reduced chi-square is calculated with
χ2red =
1
N − 1
N∑
i
(Itheo − Iexp)2
σ2exp
(3.8)
Where N is the number of experimental data, Iexp and Itheo the experimental and theoret-
ical intensity values respectively and σexp the intensity experimental error.
With the “Min. χ2” parameter chosen from Fig. 3.7, the code will calculate several
χ2 values for small increments of background noise. For quicker computation time, once
there is a shift in the χ2 value indicating a minimum, the code will keep that offset
and add to the final spectrum. Nonetheless, if the shape of the background noise is too
irregular, this may result in some local minima.
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Listing 3.8: Calculation of the reducedχ2 value with the determination of the background
noise for the “Min. χ2” parameter.
1 from numpy import arange, argmin, array, average, int
2
3 y0 = array(y0_m * x + y0_b) #Offset as an array to simply add to profile
4 if exp_data: #If there is experimental data
5 if y0_method == ’Chi’: #If min. chi2
6 chi2_max = int(2e8) #High value to compare
7 y = arange(min(counts_exp), average(counts_exp), step)
8 for j in range(len(y)): #Minimizes chi2 based on different offsets y0
9 chi2 = int(0)
10 spectrum_csd = voigt_profile + y[j]
11 for i in range(len(hw_exp)):
12 dif = abs(x - hw_exp[i])
13 n = argmin(dif)
14 chi2 += (spectrum_csd[n] - counts_exp[i])**2/(counts_exp_err[i]**2*(len(hw_exp)-1)
↪→ )
15 if chi2 < chi2_max:
16 chi2_max = chi2
17 y0 = y[j] #New offset value
18 else: break #Makes computation quicker but can cause local minimi
19 chi2 = chi2_max
20 spectrum_csd = voigt_profile + y0 #Profile w/ noise, y0
21
22 else: #If no minimization of offset is asked
23 spectrum_csd = voigt_profile + y0 #Profile w/ noise y0 set by the user
24 chi2 = int(0) #Chi2 value between exp data and theoretical proceeds
25 for i in range(len(hw_exp)):
26 dif = abs(x - hw_exp[i])
27 n = argmin(dif)
28 chi2 += (spectrum_csd[n] - counts_exp[i])**2/(counts_exp_err[i]**2*(len(hw_exp)-1))
↪→ #If there’s no exp error, it will just divide by 1
29
30 else: spectrum_csd = voigt_profile + y0 #No exp data, profile w/ noise
31 (...) #Plotting
3.6 Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm
For an accurate CSD, the χ2 value must be minimized between the theoretical spectrum
and the experimental data. Manually, this can be a rather complex fitting task as it con-
cerns many variables. Hence, a non-linear least-squares fitting model was implemented
in the LMFit.py module where it employs the LM algorithm against experimental data.
The LM fitting method combines two other minimization approaches, the gradient
descent and the Gauss-Newton (GN) method. Based on an initial guess of the optimal
parameters, these methods work on finding an optimal solution by executing a series of
calculations for different parametric values.
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The gradient descent method attempts to reduce the sum of the squared errors by di-
recting the parameters to its deepest descent. The GN method considers the least squares
function as quadratic and changes the parameters towards the quadratic minimum. In-
stead of having these two methods on their own, the LM algorithm applies one of the
two depending on how close to an optimal value it is. For distant guesses, the gradient
descent is employed but once the parameters start to approach the ideal value, the algo-
rithm changes to the GN method. This distance is given by the non-negative damping
factor λ [83].
For functions with one global minimum, any of these methods can easily converge
to the optimal value. However, with local minima, it is easy to converge into one of
them and miss the global minimum. The LM fitting method produces some “jumps”
wherein it attempts to escape a possible local minimum, making it appropriate for far
from optimal initial guesses, compared to gradient descent or GN alone. Even more, the
methods reach ideal results slower than their combination through the LM algorithm [84].
Notwithstanding, as seen in Chap. 4, a good enough guess must still be given and the
algorithm may still return local minima. Some problems with the LM algorithm consist
on their slow convergence for many parameters, and sometimes, none at all for very flat
functions (see Refs. [85–87]).
Figure 3.10: Convergence rate comparison between the LM and GN methods (circu-
lar shaped and triangular shaped symbols respectively) for a given minimization prob-
lem [88]. The LM algorithm converged to a better result with less iterations than the
GN.
3.6.1 lmfit package
The lmfit package [89] provided the tools to execute the algorithm into the balance equa-
tion. Based on scipy.optimize.leastsq() and scipy.optimize, the package worked on adding
useful improvements. The input CSD can be varied or fixed, with upper and lower bounds
or even restricted to an expression. The minimize() function can easily apply different
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fitting models by changing the “method” argument, increasing the confidence level of
the obtained CSD.
Firstly, a function lm_res() takes in the parameters, the experimental data, and the
domain where it calculates the theoretical spectrum and compares it against the exper-
imental one. Some approaches return a simple residual subtraction (model −measured)
or divide by some weighting factor ((model −measured)/). An approach with the χ2 is
used with the weighting factor being the uncertainty in the data. The χ2 is defined as
χ2 =
N∑
i
[
I
exp
i − I theoi (CSD)
]2
2i
(3.9)
Where Iexpi is the experimental data intensity, I
theo
i (CSD) the theoretical spectrum with
CSD the ion CSD being optimized and i the data uncertainty. In case the experimental
data loaded does not include uncertainty values, i will be considered
√
ni where ni is the
number of counts for energy i. The lm_res() is shown in List. 3.9.
Listing 3.9: LM residual function in LMFit.py which takes in the domain, experimental
data and the CSD parameters. It then determines the theoretical spectrum with the
changing parameters and returns the χ2 value.
1 from CalculationLite import spectrum_plot_lite
2
3 ions = list(csd.keys())[1:] #list w/ the ion list in csd dictionary input by user
4 csds = list(csd.values())[1:] #list w/ the densities
5 fixeds = list(fixed.values()) #list whether or not the specific ion csd is to vary
6
7 def lm_res(params, x, data, counts_exp_err):
8 for i in ions: #Cycles through all the input ions by the user
9 csd[i] = params[’nq’ + i]
10 #Quicker to compute than spectrum_plot from Calculate.py
11 spectrum_csd = spectrum_plot_lite(*args) #Sends all inputs and the csd dictionary
12 result = (data[1] - spectrum_csd)/counts_exp_err
13 return result
The parameters and their optimization are shown in List. 3.10. The class “Parameters”
is used to add the input CSD for the least-squares fit. The argument “vary” is assigned
true or false depending on the “LM fixed” column from Fig. 3.6 being checked. Fixing
the values will make the parameters unchangeable during the fit. Only a minimum value
of 0 is enforced since restrictions have proven to be computationally demanding. Thus,
having expressions defining the CSD (for instance a Gaussian distribution), albeit useful,
are difficult to implement. The minimize() function calls the lm_res() function in List. 3.9
and sends the parameters as they are adjusted to fit the experimental data. Once the
algorithm converges, the “csd” dictionary is updated to the new values, the spectrum is
plotted, and the CSD is sent to the GUI of Fig. 3.6.
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Listing 3.10: Code section from LMFit.py with the parameters initiation and other inputs
for the application of the LM algorithm. The function minimize() calls the residual
function shown in List. 3.9 and attempts to find the CSD which minimizes its return.
1 from numpy import arange, array, average, genfromtxt, sqrt
2 from lmfit import minimize, Parameters
3 from Calculation import spectrum_plot
4 from tkinter import messagebox
5
6 params = Parameters() #Parameters class assigned to params
7 for i in range(len(ions)): #Goes through every ion and assigns it to a parameter
8 params.add(’nq’ + ions[i], value = csds[i], min = 0, vary = not fixeds[i]) #Restricted
↪→ only to min=0. vary = False will fix parameter (checked box in LM fixed column)
9
10 x = arange(hw_min, hw_max, step) #Domain arranged
11 y0 = array(y0_m * hw_exp + y0_b) #Offset as an array to add to the profile
12 y = arange(min(data[1]), average(data[1]), step)
13
14 data_exp = genfromtxt(csv_file, delimiter = ’,’) #Loads experimental data
15 hw_exp = data_exp[:,0]
16 counts_exp = data_exp[:,1]
17 try: counts_exp_err = data_exp[:,3] #Attempts to assign uncertainty
18 except: counts_exp_err = sqrt(counts_exp) #If none, just do srt(n_i)
19 data = [hw_exp, counts_exp] #This is done in case data_exp contains uncertainties
20
21 try: #Restricts database to the domain
22 for i in range(len(hw_trans)):
23 if hw_trans[i,0] >= hw_min: #If finds a transition greater or equal to min domain
24 trans_i = i #Saves index
25 break #Finishes search
26 for j in range(len(hw_trans)):
27 if hw_trans[-j-1,0] <= hw_max:
28 trans_f = len(hw_trans)-j
29 break
30 hw_trans = hw_trans[trans_i:trans_f] #Transitions of interest only
31 except: #If it cannot load the database it will warn the user
32 messagebox.showerror(’Transitionenergiesdatabase’, ’Thetransitionenergiesdatabase
↪→ wasincorrectlyloaded.Thecalculationwillstop.’)
33 return #Returns nothing
34
35 out = minimize(lm_res, params, method = ’leastsq’, args =(x, data,
36 counts_exp_err)) #Minimizes with LM algorithm
37 values = out.params.valuesdict()
38
39 for i in ions: #Assigns the csd dictionary with new values
40 csd[i] = values[’nq’ + i]
41
42 spectrum_plot(*args) #Plots
43 return csd #Returns csd dictionary for the user to obtain in the CSD GUI
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Analysis of an x-ray spectrum
This chapter shows an analysis of an x-ray spectrum from Ar plasma, obtained with SIMPA’s ECRIS
detailed in Sec. 2.2 and 2.3. The goal is to obtain a realistic CSD by minimizing the χ2 value of the
simulated spectrum using the methodology and physical mechanisms described in Sec. 2.4.
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Figure 4.1: X-ray spectrum of Ar plasma taken with a DCS from SIMPA’s ECRIS.
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4.1 Transition energies
Fig. 4.1 shows the x-ray spectrum detected by the DCS of the ECRIS Ar plasma. The exper-
imental energy values fall approximately in the ∼ [3087,3119] eV range corresponding
to strong emissions from the ions Ar14+, Ar15+, Ar16+. Thus, from the transition database,
out of 28 stored transitions, 18 are relevant to the energy region. Fig. 4.2 adds a stick plot
with the x-ray lines in the database over the experimental data interval. An arbitrary CSD
was initially given in order to get a simulated intensity for each transition, however, upon
calculation, the main peaks easily emerged matching the ones in the experimental spec-
trum. The prominent peaks are attributed to the Be-like Ar ion 1s2s22p 1P1→ 1s22s2 1S0
transition labeled as (1) in Fig. 4.2, the relativistic M1 transition 1s2s 3S1→ 1s2 1S0 of the
He-like Ar ion (2), and the doublet Li-like Ar ion 1s2s2p 2P1/2,3/2→ 1s22s 2S1/2 transition
as (3).
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Figure 4.2: Stick plot in red showing the line intensities of an arbitrary CSD, showing the
different transition energies considered in the experimental interval. Labeled (1) to (3) are
the transitions in the database responsible for the most intense peaks in the experimental
spectrum.
4.2 Pseudo-Voigt profile
A pseudo-Voigt distribution is applied to every x-ray line in Fig. 4.2, then added together
for a single theoretical profile. The input parameters are the Gaussian/Lorentzian dis-
tribution fraction, and the Gaussian and Lorentzian FWHM values. With a CSD guess,
these were determined in a first approach by trial and error and then the LM algorithm
gave a better approximation.
The first step involved searching for the best fit pseudo-Voigt parameters for the tran-
sition lines labeled (1-3) in Fig. 4.2 separately. It is to expect, nonetheless, that the
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experimental energy resolution of the DCS remains approximately equal in this range.
Thus, the different values were averaged and adjusted once more, culminating in the
guessed values in Tab. 4.1.
The LM algorithm on the pseudo-Voigt parameters was done separately to the main
code as this spectrum brought some challenges to the fit. Since the peaks had few data
points, an LM fit through the entire energy range resulted in wider than expected distribu-
tions due to the many background noise points with the peaks not matching in intensity
with the experimental results. Consequently, the algorithm was applied after removing
the data points outside the four main peaks. This caused the LM algorithm to return
similar values consistently for different guesses. Even for far from optimal ones, the algo-
rithm maintained a fraction between [56,59]% and FWHM values for the Gaussian and
Lorentzian distributions of ∼ 0.62 eV and ∼ 0.19 eV respectively. These energy values
have physical meaning, as the dispersion on the Si 111 crystals broadens the x-ray line by
an amount that is lower than 0.7 eV in this energy region [4]. The fraction between 56%
and 59% showed no change to the overall χ2red value up to two decimal places, however,
56% was used since it resulted in a lower difference to the experimental intensity maxima.
Table 4.1: Table showing the pseudo-Voigt parameters after manually adjusting them
(“Guess” column) and the results after applying the LM algorithm.
Guess LM fit
Voigt fraction (%) 36 56
Gaussian FWHM (eV) 0.60 0.62
Lorentzian FWHM (eV) 0.20 0.19
4.3 Charge-state distribution (CSD) guess
The Ar ions responsible for the detected emissions in the x-ray spectrum are Ar14+, Ar15+,
and Ar16+. Since the electron-impact ionization processes involve the removal of up to
three electrons in the K and L shells, the distribution of the ions Ar11+, Ar12+, and Ar13+
must be considered as such processes can be responsible for the origin of the excited ionic
configurations. Ergo, the input ions for the CSD range from Ar11+ up to Ar16+.
4.3.1 Transfer function
The x-ray emission intensity detected in the DCS varies with the photon energy, mean-
ing that an instrumental transfer function is necessary for a proper CSD analysis. The
hyperbolic fit from Fig. 2.11 was added to the final spectrum resulting in the red line of
Fig. 4.3. The initial CSD guess is shown in Tab. 4.2 after adjustments once the transfer
function was loaded. Previous to this work, an extraction of the ion beam current was
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performed in the same experimental conditions as the spectrum obtained (Fig. 4.1) [90].
The extraction is done on the plasma edges of SIMPA’s ECRIS, resulting in a Gaussian
like distribution from Ar11+ to Ar16+. Although the plasma center behaves differently
than the edges, it helps to estimate how the CSD should be. The CSD was inserted in
the window shown in Fig. 3.6. The parameters from Fig. 3.7 were set in order to help
minimize the χ2 value. The “Min. χ2” and normalization parameters were selected, with
the normalization set to the relativistic M1 transition line of ∼ 3104 eV.
Table 4.2: Table with the quantitative Ar ion CSD adjusted manually to the experimen-
tal spectrum after loading the transfer function. The theoretical spectrum is shown in
Fig. 4.3.
Ar charge CSD (1016 ions/cm3)
11+ 8
12+ 4
13+ 2
14+ 1
15+ 0.19
16+ 0.021
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Figure 4.3: Logarithmic scale view of the calculated theoretical spectrum based on the
CSD from Tab. 4.2 over the experimental data. The blue dotted line does not include the
intensity transfer function shown in the top-left corner while the red line does. Both lines
were normalized to the relativistic M1 transition line (∼ 3104 eV). The background noise
y0 was calculated as the offset which results in the lowest χ2 value.
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4.3.2 Electron-impact phenomena contributions
Martins et al (2001) [47] showed an analysis of an Ar x-ray spectrum in an ECRIS plasma.
The work covered a wider energy range starting with Ar ion charge 8+ up to 16+. The
processes considered in the origin of excited states were electron-impact K-shell excitation
and ionization only. Santos et al [49] provided a better analysis of many peaks by adding
the consideration of double-KL and triple-KLL electron-impact ionization processes.
Fig. 4.4 shows how the different processes contribute to the final spectrum. From
the electron-impact K-shell excitation theoretical profile, the relativistic M1 transition
energy 1s2s 3S1 → 1s2 1S0 is significantly below the experimental peak. Contrarily, the
line with the addition of the K-shell ionization processes improve on the final result,
approximating the experimental spectrum. The final addition of the double and triple
ionization processes causes new small peaks to arise and generates final spectrum with a
better fit. The new peaks and the growth of the main relativistic M1 line can be explained
based on the balance equation 2.25. Even though the transition rate of the excited state
1s2s 3S1 is a few orders of magnitude lower to other ions, this state is fed by all feeding
mechanisms and more so from electron-impact K-shell ionization, justifying its intensity
in the graph.
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Figure 4.4: Graph with theoretical spectra under different considerations. The green
dotted line shows a spectrum considering only K-shell excitation processes, the blue
dashed line adds K-shell ionization processes to the previous line and the red line also
includes double-KL and triple-KLL ionization processes. None of the processes managed
to correspond to the observed bump by the left tail of the Be-like line or the peak in the
labeled region (4).
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4.3.3 Metastable states
Inside the ECRIS plasma, some ions in their excited states may not decay immediately.
Their lifetime could be long enough to interact once more with the plasma electrons
resulting in another excited state and a different decay energy. As seen in label (4) of
Fig. 4.4, the experimental results show a peak at ∼ 3090.2 eV which is not represented
in the calculated spectrum. There are also other features, especially near the tails of the
Be-like peak, that are not fully explained. In hindsight, considering the ions only in their
fundamental state prior to excitation/ionization is not sufficient for a complete spectrum
analysis. Hence, some metastable states may have to be considered.
Be-like Ar ion 1s22s2p 3P0 and B-like Ar ion 1s22s2p2 2P3/2 may remain in the plasma
long enough to justify their inclusion. However, the decay rate of the mentioned Be-
-like Ar ion configuration has been shown to be practically zero as their transitions only
occur through hyperfine-induced or multiphoton interactions [91]. The B-like Ar ion
1s22s2p2 2P3/2 has been measured to have a lifetime of 9.573(4)(5) ms(stat)(syst) [92],
significantly lower than the collision frequency within the ECRIS [46], meaning their
existence as an initial state must be considered.
Looking at the transition database in Tab. 3.1, the small bump by the Be-like peak
(labeled (1) in Fig. 4.2) may stem from the decay of the excited state 1s2s2p2 1S0 to
1s22s2p 1P1 at an energy of 3090.93 eV. Since this transition is not shown in the final
spectrum, it follows that the determined population of the excited state 1s2s2p2 is lacking
the consideration of some long living metastable states from which it would originate.
Thus, K-shell excitation and ionization processes from metastable states are added into
the databases (see Tab. 3.2 and 3.3), resulting in the red lined spectrum of Fig. 4.5 and
lowering the χ2red from 2.87 to 2.76. This consideration implies that some ground states
are excited/ionized not to decay but to interact once more. Determining a CSD with
a realistic metastable population is challenging as the ratio between the ground states
that decay and that interact is unknown. Moreover, K-shell excitation and ionization are
shown in Fig. 4.5 not to be enough to ensure the peak fit, meaning that double-KL and
triple-KLL ionization processes may take relevant part. The problem arises as the cross
section values for these phenomena are not yet well evaluated in the literature. Initially,
it was thought that the peak around 3090.2 eV also stemmed from metastable states,
however, unpublished studies by our group are pointing to the M2 Li-like Ar transition
1s2s2p 4S5/2→ 1s22s 2S1/2.
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Figure 4.5: Graph of the spectrum zoomed in the region labeled as (4) in Fig. 4.4. The red
line now includes metastable states which result in a bump by the main peak compared
to the blue dotted line.
4.4 Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm results
Once a CSD guess is added to the window from Fig. 3.6, it is helpful to use the LM
algorithm implemented into the code. Starting with a χ2red of 2.76 the aim was to reduce
this value even more, while having a realistic CSD. The metastable states of Ar13+ and
Ar14+ were not included in the algorithm (fixed to 1× 1016 cm−3) as their population are
unknown.
At first, a random guess of the CSD was given to see how the LM would behave. The
input values were restricted to a change of a factor of two for the first two fits, and then
lifted on the third one. Tab. 4.3 shows the results of these steps. The code was quick to
minimize the χ2red value to 2.55, however, the overlapping or lack of restrictions caused
the algorithm to return a distribution which did not follow somewhat of a Gaussian
profile with Ar13+ being more populated than Ar12+ for instance (see Ref. [90]). The ion
Ar11+ was trending towards a less than expected value as well. This is due to the fact
that the ion is considered only for the triple-KLL ionization process to the excited state of
Ar14+ which has been shown to have low impact in the final spectrum (the minimization
function is too flat to have an accurate result).
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Table 4.3: Table with a random CSD input and the following LM fits done. The 2nd fit
used the 1st fit distribution as the initial guess, with same logic for the 3rd one. The first
two were restricted to a change by a factor of two whereas the third fit had no limits
applied.
Charge Guess (1016 cm−3) Fit 1 (1016 cm−3) Fit 2 (1016 cm−3) Fit 3 (1016 cm−3)
11+ 17 8.50 4.33 3.06
12+ 13 6.50 3.31 5.83×10−5
13+ 6 3.00 5.41 2.46×10−4
14+ 3 1.50 1.06 1.63
15+ 0.3 0.17 0.16 0.19
16+ 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.22
χ2red 4.43 3.58 2.55 2.54
With these observations, a better strategy is to make use of the “LM fixed” column of
Fig. 3.6 and attempt sensible readjustments through a few LM fits, reaching a realistic
ion distribution. This was deemed better than programming restrictions as they caused
extensive calculation times for these many variables. Tab. 4.4 shows in the first column
the CSD guess from Tab. 4.2 and the following two columns corresponding to the first
LM algorithm application and the final results after a few manual adjustments and some
LM fits. As the calculated spectrum is normalized to the relativistic M1 transition line,
the Ar16+ with the same transition energy, will be fixed for all fits at 0.021 × 1016 cm−3.
Once an appropriate CSD is given, the variables do not change as significantly as when
given a random value. However, some results can either get stuck far from best fit or tend
to drift away from a realistic ion distribution. Thus, after applying the LM algorithm
with the CSD of Tab. 4.2, some changes were made to the CSD for more LM fits to avoid
local minimums. This resulted in the final CSD from the third column of Tab. 4.4.
For some comparison, Adrouche’s [90] extracted ion beam current determined the
CSD in the ECRIS plasma edges. Tab. 4.5 shows the charge-state ratio to the ion Ar16+
for the theoretical spectrum and the ion current beam. Expectedly, the best fit results
from the plasma center did not correspond entirely to the ion current beam. The biggest
margin comes from the Ar12+ and Ar13+ with a difference of 25% and 30% to Adrouche’s
results. Notwithstanding, Ar14+ and Ar15+ ions resulted in really close values with less
than 5% disparity. The proportion of Ar11+ did not significantly change the χ2red value
as only triple-KLL ionization phenomena impacted the spectrum in this range, making
estimation difficult, however a ratio of 323 to Ar16+ was reached, meaning a difference of
15% compared to the obtained ion beam current.
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Table 4.4: Table with the manually obtained CSD as initial guess and the following LM fits
applied. The second column shows the results obtained after using the LM algorithm once
where the third is after some adjustments and a few LM fits for specific ions, preventing
the CSD of drifting away from realistic values.
Charge Guess (1016 cm−3) LM fit (1016 cm−3) Adjusted CSD (1016 cm−3)
11+ 8 8.152 6.792
12+ 4 4.291 4.377
13+ 2 3.299 3.521
14+ 1 1.238 0.853
15+ 0.19 0.192 0.152
16+ (fixed) 0.021 0.021 0.021
χ2red 2.76 2.71 2.59
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Figure 4.6: Spectrum with the CSD obtained from the LM algorithm.
Table 4.5: Table with the charge-state ratios obtained by the LM algorithm compared
to [90] with extracted ion beam currents of the same ECRIS.
Ratio LM results Adrouche [90] δ (%)
11+/16+ 323 379 15
12+/16+ 208 276 25
13+/16+ 168 129 30
14+/16+ 41 43 5
15+/16+ 7 7 0
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By making use of the available parameters in the code (Fig. 3.7) an even lower χ2red
value can be achieved. With the “Two points” option, it is possible to add a slope to the
offset as background noise. By iteratively clicking in different points of the spectrum, with
the final CSD, the χ2red dropped from 2.59 to 2.14. Despite the short energy range, it is
expected that the background noise does not remain constant due to the bremsstrahlung
curve.
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Figure 4.7: Final spectrum with the addition of a slope to the background noise by using
the “Two points” parameter. After clicking in two different coordinates, a linear equation
is given as offset for the background noise. With y0 = −0.0093x+ 29.66, the χ2red is equal
to 2.14.
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Summary and final remarks
As the aim of this work, a Python code capable of estimating the CSD from x-ray spectra
was developed for plasma diagnostics. With a database containing cross section values for
electron-impact excitation and single, double, and triple ionization as well as transition
energies and radiative yields, it is possible to simulate a spectrum by solving the balance
equation 2.25 and the line intensity equation 2.26 for a given CSD.
5.1 Discussion of the results and conclusions
A highly resolved x-ray spectrum from a DCS of an ECRIS Ar plasma at SIMPA was pro-
vided for analysis. By collecting data of the Ar transition energies in the energy range
of the experimental spectrum as well as cross sections for the considered processes, a
fit of the theoretical spectrum over the experimental data was achieved. Firstly, the pa-
rameters from Fig. 3.7 were adjusted for the best fit. Separately to the main code, the
experimental main peaks were taken for a manual adjustment of the pseudo-Voigt distri-
bution shape followed by an improvement through the LM algorithm. This algorithm was
implemented in the main code but as a mean to determine the best fit CSD. After adding
the DCS’s transfer function, a random CSD was given to understand how the method
would behave. After processing the code twice, the LM is quick to minimize the χ2 signif-
icantly, however, it would not follow the shape of the ion distribution from Adrouche’s
PhD thesis [90] and would be stuck on local minima. Note that although the extracted
ion currents do not have to match exactly the ion distribution within the plasma, the
overall shape of the distribution should not change drastically. An attempt to obtain a
realistic CSD was performed by implementing restrictions on the CSD parameters, but
this resulted in long computational time and most of the time causing a seemingly endless
loop. Instead, a CSD was reached by iteratively changing the values and then applying
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the LM algorithm close to the realistic minimum (similar to the reference distribution).
After some adjustments and a final fit, a χ2red of 2.59 was achieved, improving from the
manually obtained value of 2.79. Finally, a slope was added to the background offset,
which resulted in the final χ2red of 2.14. The inclusion of double-KL and triple-KLL ion-
ization processes was shown to be crucial for a more realistic analysis than Ref. [47]. It
was shown that, although similar, the obtained CSD was not the same as Adrouche’s. This
is expected as the spectrum from the DCS represents the emissions in the plasma center,
and the referenced distribution came from extracted ion beam currents from the edges.
A peak at ∼ 3090.2 eV was registered by the DCS, yet, not presented in the calculated
spectrum. It was understood that considering only ground states to undergo electron-
-impact phenomena is insufficient regarding the plasma behavior. Some metastable states
were added as they may live long enough to interact and result in excited states that were
not yet considered. However, only databases for K-shell excitation and ionization were
found, with no cross section values for double or triple ionization. Despite improving the
fit, the new metastable states only managed to somewhat explain a small bump near the
tail of the Be-like peak, as the missing values caused the theoretical line not match with
the bump. Furthermore, this consideration implied that the excited states may not always
result in a decay but in another interaction instead such as electronic and di-electronic
recombinations. The ratio between states which decay and interact once again were
unknown and not implemented in the code. This calls for a study of the metastable states
inside the plasma in order to portray the whole picture in the spectrum. Afterwards,
work done in our group concluded that the ∼ 3090.2 eV peak corresponds to the M2
Li-like Ar transition 1s2s2p 4S5/2→ 1s22s 2S1/2.
5.2 Future prospects
In the future, the developed code could add the LM algorithm to the pseudo-Voigt param-
eters and allow for changes for each peak individually. A more efficient way to compute
the LM algorithm could be achieved by adding expressions and other restrictions to the
CSD such as physical distributions based on thermal and non-thermal models. This could
make only one fit necessary with less effort to estimate the CSD. Another avenue for subse-
quent work is to complete the code with other physical processes that were not considered
in this work, such as electronic recombination, photoionization, two-photon emission,
two-electron one-photon emission, hyperfine quenching and so on. This task could be
aided with the CPIPES code [6] as it employs several plasma emission phenomena. The
database directories are ready to be updated and expanded for a higher number of ions
with different atomic structures and a greater range of energies. Calculations regarding
the missing databases are needed and should be done with the state of the art MCDF
method codes. With these, a wide variety of plasma diagnostics are possible in an ECRIS,
at ITER or in astrophysical plasmas.
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Plasma diagnostics are crucial in astrophysics and for
projects like ITER. These diagnostics demand theoretical
studies in order to understand the origin of spectral
emission observed in the plasma. From the balance
between the creation and decay of excited states, one can
infer on the abundance of the ions within the plasma. Thus,
electron impact ionization and excitation, which require
cross section values for any creation process, need to be
evaluated for a large number of states and for a wide
energy range. Typically, the values are determined
computationally with models such as the DWBA and
MRBEB, due to the simplicity of the approach. With these,
and the line intensities of the spectrum, it is possible to
determine the charge state distribution within the plasma.
With the ion structure information, we can determine, for
example, the ion temperature and impurities from wall
contamination in the plasma.
Program database
Conclusion
A program is being made with databases capable of
quantifying x-ray spectra from highly charged ions. The
radiative decay transitions are not enough for a proper
experimental plasma diagnosis, therefore, a cross
section database is used to determine the
predominance of certain excited states based on
ground states and some significant metastable states.
The database includes electron impact excitation,
single, double and triple ionization. For an even
improved approach, the code will take into account
processes such as dielectronic recombination, charge
exchange, and radiative recombination rates, with the
help of programs such as CPIPES.
The spectrum analysis is based on two sets of
databases. One regarding the states leading to a
certain excited state and another the decay. The
former was considered to be in its ground state,
however, two metastable states were present long
enough to decay through a radiative transition.
The program searches the transition database of the
given spectrum range and calculates the line
intensities considering the various processes’ cross
section database. The line intensities require
adjustments in the balance equation, done by trial
and error or by fitting using a Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm to give a sense of the charge state density
in the plasma. Finally, a linear combination of a
Lorentzian and a Gaussian distribution is made in
order to have an adjustable Voigt profile.
Method
It is to note that for the transition 1𝑠2𝑠 3𝑆1 → 1𝑠
2 1𝑆0, the
K-shell excitation process leading to the excited state
1𝑠2𝑠 is not enough for a proper spectrum line and that
the ionization processes must be considered.
The determined charge-state density relative to the
Ar16+ was compared to ionic currents from Adrouche [3].
Results
For a proper x-ray spectrum analysis, with the aim of
estimating the ion charge state density (CSD), one must
take into consideration the physical processes in the
plasma. The methodology for the CSD estimation used by
Santos et al. [1] goes as follows:
1. The spectrum of characteristic x-rays from ions inside
the plasma is measured;
2. The excited states that produce the x-ray spectrum are
identified through extensive atomic databases;
3. The main processes leading to these excited states,
from the ground configurations, are found and the
corresponding cross sections are calculated, using a
physically justified electron distribution function;
4. Radiative and radiationless transition energies and
probabilities are calculated for the identified excited states;
5. From the comparison of the peak intensities in
theoretical and experimental spectra, with a Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm, the CSD is obtained;
The phenomena considered in this work are electron
impact excitation, single, double and triple ionization,
transition energies and probabilities, and the distribution of
electron energies in the plasma. It should be noted that
processes such as dielectronic recombination, charge
exchange, and radiative recombination rates, albeit
present, are of low influence to the plasma presented in
comparison [2].
The balance equation is given as follows:
𝑁0
𝑞 𝑁𝑒𝑣𝜎𝑖
𝐾−𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑞 + 𝑁0
𝑞−1 𝑁𝑒𝑣𝜎𝑖
𝐾−𝑖𝑜𝑛,(𝑞−1,𝑞)
+
+𝑁0
𝑞−2 𝑁𝑒𝑣𝜎𝑖
𝐾−𝑖𝑜𝑛,(𝑞−2,𝑞)
+ 𝑁0
𝑞−3 𝑁𝑒𝑣𝜎𝑖
𝐾−𝑖𝑜𝑛,(𝑞−3,𝑞)
= 𝑁𝑖
𝐾,𝑞𝐴𝑖
𝑞
It takes into account the charge state density 𝑁𝑖
𝐾,𝑞
, the
radiative or radiationless decay probability 𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝑞
and the rate
of the processes N0
q
𝑁𝑒𝑣𝜎𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
. For an energy ℏ𝜔, the
line intensities are calculated with:
𝐼𝑖𝑗
𝑞 = ℏ𝜔𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝑞 𝑁𝑖
𝐾,𝑞
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The following graph shows the spectrum with a transition
range obtained from Ref. [2]. The 28 transitions provide a
profile which gets closer to the experimental data as it
considers more processes responsible for the excited
state.
1𝑠2𝑠2𝑝 2𝑃1/2,3/2 → 1𝑠
22𝑠 2𝑆1/2
1𝑠2𝑠 3𝑆1 → 1𝑠
2 1𝑆0
1𝑠2𝑠22𝑝 1𝑃1 → 1𝑠
22𝑠2 1𝑆0
1
𝑠2
𝑠2
𝑝
2
1
𝑆 0
→
1
𝑠2
2
𝑠2
𝑝
1
𝑃 1
CS ratio Determined Adrouche
11+/16+ 400 379
12+/16+ 200 276
13+/16+ 100 129
14+/16+ 50 43
15+/16+ 10 7
Figure A.1: Submitted poster presented at the EXSA Quantitative Methods in X-Ray
Spectrometry 2019.
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